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Prior to the war it wes considered that 
Canadian industry did not lend iteelf to tank 
production and it was not expected that war 
requirements would include the building of 
tanks in Canada. It was visualized that, in 
the event of war, Canadian Tank Battalions 
would be issued with tanks sanufactured in 
United Kingdom, 

Enemy tactics in Austria and Poland, how- 
ever, demonstrated to British authorities that 
their plans for tank production would have to 
be tly expanded. In the expansion program 
that followed, a British order for Valentine 
Tanks мав: placed with the Canadian Pacific 
‘Railway Company, Montreal, in the spring of 
1940 and, in light of this, a Canadian order 
was immediately placed with this contractor to 
equip the Canadian Tank Brigade, 

Since the Valentine Tank had just been 
piloted in United Kingdom at this time, many 
design details remained to be finalized; like- 
wise there were numerous problema being en- 
countered in the initial stages of production 
preparation. The need was soon evident, there- 
fore, that a central government authority 
would be required to clarify the continuous 
flow of conflicting information on specifica- 
tione, design, — — and production as be- 
tween the United Kingdom, the Department 
of National Defence and the contractor. Inas- 
much as similar confusion was being experienc- 
ed on lighter armoured vehiclee and that fur- 
ther tank orders were expected, an INTER-DE- 
PARTMENTAL TANK COMMITT wag set up in 
Auzust 1940, 

With the fall of France and the eerious 
disruption of British Industry by bombing, to- 
gether with the possibility of invasion, it 
became advisable that Canada be established as 
@ source for production of light arnoured ve- 
hicles and tanks. 

The authorization of two Canadian Armour- 
ed Divisions in the Summer of 1940 necessitat- 
ed a requirement for over 1,900 Cruiser type 
tanks. ie was in addition to the demands 
already raised for Valentine or Infantry Tanks, 
and it was obvious that these could not be pro- 
vided through United Kingdom production, 
Similarly, production facilities in the United 
States were extremely limited and, even though 
plans were underway for their expansion, there 
was no immediate hope of relief due to exist- 
ing Britieh and American ordere. Hence, a de- 
cision was made at this time to enlarge tank 
production facilities in Canada by the con- 
struction of a tank arsenal to be administered 
by the Montreal Locomotive Works with the 
assistance of the parent organization, The Am- 
erican Locomotive Company. It wes further de- 
cided that the Canadian built Cruiser Tanke 
would be produced to the United Statee Ordn- 
ance M3 Medium Tank design, then in its pilot- 
ing stage. This type was eelected due to the 
availability of heavy componente, notably the 
engine and the tranemieeion and aleo in light 
of heavy commitmente by the British for the 
same vehicle from American production sources. 

During the Summer of 1940 a British Tank 
Miesion wae established in Washington to ad- 
vise on the design and also to ed up the 
roduction of tanks in the United States for 
nited Kingdom account. It became evident, 

during the late Fall of 1940, from reports of 
this committee and our own Liaison Officere 
іп Waehington, that various design features 
being finalized and approved for the Medium 
Tank M3 by United States Ordnance engineere 
would be far from satisfactory to British and 
Canadian Users. The Main features objected to 
were: (a) extremely high silhouette; (b) mount- 
ing of the main armament in a eponson with ve 
limited traverse and observation; (c) lacko 
provision for wireless inthe turret bulge, 
and (a) inadequate armour protection, 

After lenghty consideration a decision 
was made the INTER-DEPARTMENTAL Tank Com- 
mittee in January 1941, to develop and pro- 
duce in Canada a tank utilizing the mechanic- 
al componente of the United States design, but 

including turret hull and arwenent features of 
Canadian design, together with standard 
British sein ersecent, thie vehicle to be 
known as the "RAM" Tark. In brief, these 
features included: low silhouet cast arm- 
our turret with 3608 treveree, Pr. tark q 
cast arsour upper hull and provision for #19 
radio set. The responsibility for develop- 
ing the Canadian design was placed wito the 
Montreal Locomotive Works, directed by the 
Department of Munitione and Supply with the 
British Tank Miesion and the Department of 
National Defence acting in an advisory capec- 
ity. The United States War Department was ad- 
vised of thie action and were in full agree- 
ment. 

A running prototype was completed in 
June of 1941, Thies was loaned to the United 
States War Department for observation and 
test and we are authoritatively assured that 
their staff observations and teste on this 
vehicle contributed materially to their de- 
velopment of the Medium M4 (Sherman) Tank. 

During the Summer and Fall of 1941, de- 
eign detailse and the stowage of British type 
equipment were finalized. The general pro- 
curement of armour in Canada, ite heat treat- 
ing, forming and machining presented a form- 
idable problem which was eased by the pro- 
vision of the large turret and upper hull 
nen for RAM Tarke from the GEN STEEL 
CASTINGS COMFANY in the United States. 

It hed been anticipated that production 
drawings of the 6 Pr. gun mount would be pro- 
vided from the United Kingdom,and when it wae 
found that these were not forthcoming, 1t be- 
came neceseary to deeign and prove the mount, 
cradle and the elevating gear in Canada, Con- 
gequently, mount production wae delayed and 
it was necessary to equip a limited number of 
the firet production tanke with 2 Pr. rether 
than 6 Pr. guns. The tank equipped with 2 Pr, 
was known ae the Ram I, and that with the 
6 Pr. as the Ram II. The latter came into 
full production early in 1942, 

During 1941 the activities of the INTER- 
DEPARTMENT TANK COMMITTEE and the loan of 
a Vickere engineer from United Kingdom great- 
ly aeeieted the contractore in the pro- 
duction preparation for the Valentine Tank. 
Although at the start serious delays меге еп- 
countered due to the fitting of an American 
engine, added requirements, and difficulties 
in establishing local sources, a production 
prototype was made available in June of 1941 
followed by full production in the late Fall 
at the Angus Shops of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway Company. 

In December 1941, on the formation of 
the Army Engineering Design Branch and its 
acceptance of responsibility for design and 
co-ordination, the INTER-DEPARTMENTAL TANK 
COMMITTEE was dissolved. 

Ås å result of Service Peports on the 
Valentine, studies were made considering ite 
re-design to mount the 6 Pr. gun and include 
a three-man turret. It was agreed, however, 
that euch a major design change would take 
considerable time and that it was not advis- 
able to develop major modifications for a 
vehicle already obsolete. Ав а result, 
throughout Valentine production, Canadiande- 
sign development as opposed to minor changes 
requested from United Kingdom for tactical 
improvement, was concentrated on projects 
which made for easier and better production. 
Notable amo these were the elimination of 
the fabricated turret and hull nose in favour 
of armoured castings. 

The Ram design, on the other hand, was 
continuously changed and improved-to meet User 
requirements and to incorporate new devices 
and components as they became available from 
the United States, 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd, ) 

Major changes in the RAM included the 
mounting of the 6 Pr, gun, the addition of a 
transmission oil cooler, modification of the 
top hull to eliminate the sponeon doore, fitt- 
ing of the gyro stabilizer, further modifica- 
tion to the top hull to eliminate cupola, add- 
ition of floor escape hatch and change in the 
engine for operation on 80 octene fuel. 

Coneideration had been given to mounting 
the mm. gun in the turret, but acting on 
British advice, the É Pr. was retained, 

In 1942, the United States brought into 
production the MU (Sherman) Tank to supersede 
the M3, This vehicle incorporated all the 
features of the Ram and met British require- 
ments, Consideration was given to man- 
ufacturing it in Canada (concurrently with 
United States production) at the Angus Shops, 
where the Valentine contract was nearing com 
pletion, and without disturbing Ram production 
at the Montreal Locomotive Works, 

This plan was discarded due to increased 
orders for Valentine Tanks, and expanded tank 
arsenal facilities in the United States. 

It was agreed, however, that at the earl- 
іев% practical date without too seriously dis- 
rupting production, the Ram Tank at Montreal 
Locomotive Works would be superseded by M4Al 
Sherman. The specifications were laid down in 
September 1942 for Canadian produced M4Al's 
to be known as "Grizzlies", but the demand for 
tanke was so heavy that it wae not until Aug- 
ust 1943 that the changeover in production 
was made. This was after 1900 Ram Tanke had 
been built, 

The Grizzly Tank conformed almost com- 
Ку to the specifications of the United 
tates Medium 1 with the addition of a 

(Later adopted by 
to accommodate 

emoke mortar in the turret. 
the United States) and changee 
Canadian stowage equipment. 

Tank production facilities in the United 
States had been greatly expanded and by the 
Fall of 1943 were able to supply all Medium 
Tank requirements for the United Nations, Hence, 
Grizzly Tank production in Canada was limited 
to 188 vehicles which were completed in early 
1944. The Command O.P. Tank (Ram) was also de- 
veloped and entered production during 1943. 

Meanwhile, reports on enemy activities 
and United States developments made it desir- 
able to consider the production of self-pro- 
pelled e in Canada. In 1942, at the re- 
quest of the Department of National Defence, a 
vehicle was piloted combining the basic 25 Pr. 
field piece on a modified Ram running gear with 
a box type armour hull. This pilot was tested 
and approved in the United Kingdom and entered 

ction at the Montreal Locomotive Worke, 
пк Arsenal as the 25 Pr. S.P.Sexton in the 

Summer of 1943. It proved immediately popular 
on reachi the field and sufficient orders 
were placed by the British to keep it incon- 
tinuous production until late 1945, 

During thie period design changes and 
improvements were continually being initiated, 
based on requests from users and available pro- 
duction facilities, etc, In all, over 
changes, each involving from 1 to approximately 
200 detaile, were made, 

It will be of interest that the Canadian 
Dry Pin Track was used throughout the product- 
ion of this vehicle, This track was developed 
as an alternative for the very expensive and 
heavy United States Steel Rubber Bushed Track 
and was a trt d ET a ce, and 
thoro development a g a و ary- 
ing — of its success in field have 
been received but, in general, ite service 
acceptability is now established, 

Synthetic rubber bogie tires which pre- 
sented a difficult devel nt were 
proved and introduced on Sexton. 

Pilote of G.P.O. (Gun Positioning Of- 
ficer) and ammunition carrying companion ve- 
hicles were developed and forwarded to the 
United Kingdom. The G.P.0. design was ad- 
opted and provision made in the field by 
convereion from Sextons. 

In 1943 a requirement was laia down for 
an anti-aircreft tank. A very satisfactor 
pilot, the "Skink" mounting four 20 mm A.A. 
gune, wae developed at the Waterloo Manu fact- 
uring Company, resulti in production or- 
dere in early 1944, ver, complete Al- 
lied air superiority developed about this 
time in Europe, and resulted in a very lim- 
ited production, 

Briefly, prior to 1940, tank маш апа 
roduction мав an unknown quantity in 0 
t demande soon after hostilities started 

resulted in the eetabliehment of facilities 
and solution of production probleme. The de- 
ficiencies of current tanks forced a co-oper- 
ative design programme with the result that 
the Canadian contribution to the war effort 
om tanke both in quantity and up-to-date de- 
sign was of definite value, 

TECHNICAL NOTES 

Tanke are produced for the prime pur- 
pose of facilitating the ultimate destruct- 
ion of the enemy. To do this a tank must 
carry sufficient armament and crew and be 
able to negotiate ground normally coneidered 
impasesble, Likewise, the construction must 
be euch ae to make it capable of inflicting 
—— with a minimum of damage to iteelf 
and crew, 

In tank design, consideration must be 
given to possible terrain in regard to ap- 
proach and battle, enemy obstacles, enemy 
weapone and tactice, all of which are con- 
stantly changing. онен T the history 
of tank design in World War 11 was one of 
constant progrese with some successes and 
many disappointments, 

In light of the above and on account of 
the time required for development, piloting 
and production preparation and also the lack 
of production experience, it was decided 
that tarke built in Canada would follow the 
basic design of the then current allied ve- 
һісіев. Variations to this procedure were 
dictated by the necessity for improved tact- 
ical features or to utilize available facil- 
ities. Leck of experience in the great 
variety of highly specialized technical 
devices carrie in tanke aleo contributed 
rads у to the desirability of initiating 
production on the basis of existing tank de- 
signs. 

Notwithstanding that, previous to 1940, 
no tanke or vehicles of a similar nature had 
ever been manufactured in Canade, approx- 
imately six thousand tanke and tank type w- 
hicles were produced during the war veriod, 

The Canadian tank programme involved 
two phases, The first phase covered the 
period of the Valentine Tank which was pro- 
duced to the design of the Valentine being 
manufactured in the United Kingdom. The sec- 
ond phase was the design and tion of 
mediam tanks and variations reto. In 
this phase vehicles were desi and modifi- 
ed during production to incl tactical fea- 
tures demanded by the Canadian User. 

Vehicles Generally 
Tanke and tank type vehicles include tanks 

and self-propelled guns. 

The distinguishing characteristics of a 
tank from a — — n mount are that 

omple a tank vides c te and adequate armour 
m on from all attack with suitable vis- 
on devices and generelly with traverse 

for the main armament whereas Self-Propelled 
Guns and "Tank Destroyere* usually have lim- 
ited gun traveree, limited -— armour and 
no roof armour. However, the rapid in- 
crease of gun size in tanks and the demand 
for more poe — on Self-Propelled Mounts, 
this distinction tended to disappear. 
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HISTORY OF TAKKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

TANK, CRUISER, RAM 

Tanks, Generally 

The second great war proved to be a wer 
of movement and was featured by Tank v. Tank 
battles. For thie type of warfare early Allied 
Tank Types proved inadequate with the result 
that design emphasis was toward the following: 

(a) Improved mechanical reliability. 

(b) Improved armour protection con- 
sistent with reasonable power 
weight ratio. 

(c) Development and inetallation of 
more powerful main armament,able 
to fire high exploeives as well 
as heavy high velocity armour 
piercing projectiles. 

Inaemuch as enemy development was along 
the same lines, Allied Tank Design wae con- 
etantly improved to counter and defeat the 
enemy's improvements. 

In this connection it is interesting to 
note that the heaviest Allied tank armament 
used in 1940 was a 2 Pr. or 37 mm.gun as com- 
pared with the 17 Pr. or 90 mm. gun in 1945,_ 
with even heavier guns being piloted, 

Throughout the course of the war a variety 
of basic tanks aná tank type vehicles were de- 
veloped in the United Kingdom, United States 
and Canada. Basic types include light, med- 
tum and heavy tanke of which the medium tank 
only was built in Canada. 

Variations from the basic tank include 
the Command, Anti-Aircraft, Troop Carrying, 
Flame Throwing, Close Support, Gun Towing, Re- 
covery and Demolition tank type vehicles. or 
these the Command and Anti-Aircraft Tanke were 
the only ones developed anc produced in 
Canada, 

25 РА, 5.P. TRACKED-SEXTON 

Self-Propelled Gun Mounts 

Self-Propelled Gun Mounts divide them- 
selves into two classes,Self-Propelled Art- 

111ery and Tank Destroyers. Both types were 
developed during World War II, 

Self-propelled Artillery types include 
gung intended to be used in the normal art- 

illery role but mounted on a self-propell- 
ed vehicle to keep pace with mechanized 
forces and avoid delay in coming into action, 

Tank Destroyer types carry the highest 
possible velocity gun and are usually em- 
ployed in the support of tanke in direct 
fire against enemy armoured vehicles. 

Two types of self-propelled mounte were 
piloted in Canada; a 3,7 which was not found 
acceptable for varioue reasons, and a 25 Pr, 
Sexton. The 25 Pr, Sexton proved very pop- 
ular and took ite plece as recognized equip- 
ment throughout British establishments, Thies 
was the firet Canadian or British made ve- 
hicle of its type and wae designed to Gen- 
eral Staff specifications as laid down by 
the Department of National Defence, 

COMPONENTS 
The following summary of prominent fact- 

ore to be taken into consideration in the 
design and selection of components during 
the overall design of tank and tank type 
vehicles, ie not submitted to leave the im- 
reseion that a successful tank design may 
e based wholly on the iteme hereunder men- 

tioned, The following notes are merely re- 
flections of some of the outstanding items 
that required special attention in ensuring 
the success of the Canadian Tank Programme. 

Engine 

Factore governing the selection of an 
engine include adequate horse-power and 
torque, durability and reliability and 
reasonable power to weight ratio, Other 
characteristics, on which opiniones differ, 
relate to the use of oil fuel rather than 
petrol, the demand for the ability to oper- 
ate with low octane petrol fuel, the method 
of air cooling to avoid the complication 
and necessary protection of water connect- 
fone and radiatore; and in design, low 
height to achieve low vehicle eilhouette, 
flat torque curve to minimize gear changing, 
etc, etc. 

To design, tool, build and test a new 
engine is a long expeneive procese which 
can rarely be accomplished 1n the timeavall- 
able, As a result, it is normal for the 
tank designer to select a proved engine in 
current production, 

G.M. DIESEL - REAR VIEW 

Only two engines have been used in 
Canadian tanks, the G.M.C. 6-cylinder, 2- 
cycle Diesel, normally used in peace-time 
for induetrial and heavy transport purposes 
and the Wright (Continental) 9-cylinder, 
radial, air-cooled engine. The Diesel en- 
gine proved very satisfactory and its use 
in Canadian Valentine Tanke led to ite ad- 
option by the United States ina twin in- 
etallation in Medium tanks, The Wright 
(Continental), radial engine was used in 
all Canadian Medium tanks and Self-Propell- 
ed Mounts, This engine, having been đe- 
veloped and produced for aircraft, was 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

available in quantity, which was a large fact- 
or in its selection, although serious consid- 
eration was given, however, to the use of 
the Guiberson air-cooled radial Diesel engine 
also a V-8 water-cooled engine similar to that 
used in British tanks, 

Early fears were expressed as to the re- 
liability and life of the Continental engine, 
however, its performance in the field proved 
satisfactory and certain design improvements 
aná modifications introduced during production 
further aesured ite retention rather than 
being replaced in Canadian production by 
the twin Diesel, Multi-bank or Ford V-8 en- 
gines, which later became available, 

WRIGHT (CONTINENTAL) RADIAL ENGINE 

Gearbox 

Factors governing the design or selection 
of a gearbox include availability,type, rug- 
gedness and suitable ratios, As in the case 
of an engine, the design, tooling and produc- 
tion of anew gearbox ie a lengthy process, 
consequently it is desirable, if possible, to 
select one already being manufactured. For 
this reason only two gearboxes have been used 
in Canadian production. The Spicer Synchro- 
mesh vas selected for Valentines ав а suitable 
substitute for the Crash type gearbox origin- 
ally specified and used in the United Kingdom 
and the United States Medium Tank type 
Synchromesh gearbox was selected for Medium 
tanks anā tank type vehicles. Тһе Valentine 
pa is coupled to the engine, whereas the 

dium or tank type transmission was at- 
tached directly to the differential and final 
drive mechaniem, thue forming a single unit, 

GEARBOX AND CLUTCH 
(VALENTINE TYPE) 

During the war there was a great deal of 
interest shown in the development of fluid 
couplings, torque converters and self-changing 
gearboxes, to relieve the driver of excessive 

changing normal to heavy tracked vehicles. 
fee experiments in thie connection re- 

sulted in the installation of Chrysler en- 
gines with fluid fly-wheels in light tanke. 

This experiment was carried out at Camp Bor- 
den in 1940 aná 1941. Further, leng Wege 
same lines was the development of 888 
(self-c gearbox)in England. This box 
was installed in pilot Churchill Tanks and 
was proposed for use in Rams. The 3888 box 
performed well but could not be taken into 
pn wag owing to the necessary tooling 
nvolved. 

United States developments also included 
the hydromatic transmission used with excell- 
ent success in their light tanks N5 and Wal 
and the hydraulic torque converter used in 
current heavy tanks, 

Án Electric Drive was also developed in 
the United States and put into limited pro- 
duction, This drive provided excellent con- 
trol and operation but was discarded in view 
of the weight Ope, ға of cop- 
per and expected service trouble due to un- 
familiar principles involved, 

Fina v 

Three types of final drive have been 
used for tanks by the Allied Nations. These 
include Controlled Differential, Clutoh Brake 
and Merritt-Brown. 

Controlled Differential steering ie used 
as etandard on all United States tracked ve- 
hicles and Canadian Rame and Sextons. While 
it does not allow skid or short radius turns 
and demande a cooling arrangement for the 
011, it has the advantage of being reliable 
and trouble free, 

TRANSMISSION AND FINAL DRIVES-VALENTINE 
(SECTIONAL VIEW-LEFT SIDE ONLY) 

Clutch Brake Steering allows for skid 
turns and positive manoeuvreability but de- 
mands more maintenance and, under certain 
conditions, would give reverse steering. This 
type is used in Canadian built Valentines. 

The feature of the Merritt-Brown t 
is that the radius of the turn 1s determine 

the gear ratio engaged, and power is not 
dissipated in turning. This ye has been 
etandard on modern British and rman Tanke, 
with success, 

DIFFERENTIAL AND FINAL DRIVES-RAM 

British tanks normally drive through а 
rear sprocket and, in American tanks, the 
sprockets are located at the front, There is 
no evidence, however, to indicate that either 
is more successful in service although the 
front final drive hes been found to be more 
easily maintained, 

Suspension 
Two types of suspension have been used in 

Canadian vehicles. Valentine type has two 
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SUSPENSION SYSTEM-VALENTINE TYPE 

three-wheeled bogies per side, each having a 
e coil epri and hydraulic shock ab- 
r to cushion the load and reaction from 

1l three wheels. This suspension gave a good 
ride and gun platform but was fairly compli- 
Gated and would not be suitable for a heavier 
vehicle, The United States type has three 
two-wheeled га peo side, in which the sus 
of the loade on two articulated e 
wels is carried through two volute ngs 

in parallel. The virtue of thie type is ite 
Simplicity and, while it wae used very exten- 
кеч, (а11 ne and ont ーーー š ы. ær 

| red e etely satiefactory princ - 
ly due to the lack of cushioning Ж control, 
Various alternate improved suspensions for 
this type of vehicle were developed and test- 
à; the Horstman in the United Kingdom and 
Canada and the Horizontal Volute Suspension 
in the United States. The present trend to- 
ward improved suspensions is the „use of 
1 rods which appeared in the latest 
‘United States design. 

Y 

7 

SUSPENSION ASSEMPLY.ALL LESS VALEXTINE 

Track 
| All tank tracks fall into two basic class- 
{fications - Pin and Rubber Bushed, AM 
European vehicles employ Dry Pin Track and 
811 United States vehicles employ Rubber 

type. 

Dry Pin Track employs cast blocks with 
cored or machined hinge holes to accept a 
hard steel pin with no provision for bear- 
ings or lubrication. Pin breakage was fre- 
‘quently experienced and the normal pin and 
i hole wear was re | in frequent 
adjustment for track tension relatively 
short life, A great deal of research has 
been done to develop the best material for 
shoes and pine to reduce road wear, pin and 
ріл bole wear and pin breakage. 

Prior to World War II, the United States 
had developed and released, as standard 
equipment, а rubber block track with rubber 
bushed pins. The rubber block cushioned the 
suspension of the tank, had long life and did 
not damage roads, The rubber bushing allowed 
adjacent shoes to flex without metal to 
metal contact and consequent wear, 

| With the scarcity of rubber, optional 
steel cast and welded fabricated shoes re- 
placed the rubber block, while retaining the 
rubber bushed pin, 

Production of these shoes was difficult 
and algo very expensive, their weight vas 
excessive and out of balance with the other 

tank componente and their life and service- 

ability were questionable, 

Ap @ result, an alternate short pitch dry 
pin track was developed, proved and put into 
production in Canada. In the process, a new 
eteel technique (9255 steel homogeneously 
hardened) was developed for track pine which 
pce eliminated the  breakage hazard. 
he shoe design following European practice 

wae cast from ma ese steel and had a min- 
imum weight consistent with strength, 

STEEL BLOCK 
RUBBER BUSHED 

RUBBER BUSHED TYPES AND 
DRY PIN TYPE TRACKS 
(ALL LESS VALENTINE) 

The chief advantages of the track were 
ite simplicity, low comparative weight, ease 
and and low cost of production,ease of main- 
tenance and improvement in traction. Ite 
drawbacks were exposed pin retention, necess- 
ity for tension adjustment with wear, undue 
etrain on idler bearings with sand or mud 
packing, non-standard sprockets and increased 
track friction under heavy loads, 

Next to reliability and life, flotation and 
traction have been found to be the most in- 
portant factors in track design. Final design 
trends were toward a track of adequate width, 
preferably with a centre guide for dual bogie 
wheele, using the rubber buehed principle and 
including a maximum depth of integral grouser 
compatible with reasonable road — Steel 
blocks with rubber facing next to bogie 
wheels appear to give the best chance for long 
life of both track and tires. 

Ma ent 

Tank armament has increased very rapidly 
in size and power, This trend has been accel- 
erated by t fact that tank versus tank bat- 
tles have roved the rule rather than the ex- 
ception, is trend has presented a serious 
problem for the tank designer as well as the 
gun designer inasmuch as larger guns have 
proved the neceerity for larger, heavier gun 
mounte, larger turrets and turret rings, and 
the resulting need for a much larger, heavier 
and greater variety of ammunition be carried, 
To conform to the heavier armament necessitates 
suitable meane for elevating and etabilizing 
the gun and mount, improved sightingfacil1t- 
ies and indirect fire apparatus. 

Development of armament has not been a 
function of the Army Engineering Design Branch. 

However, the 2 Pr. Marks IX and X, the 6 
Pr. Marks IÍI anā IV and the 75 mm, M3 have 
been mounted in Canadian tanks and considera- 
tion given to the use of the 17 Pr, The 25 Pr. 
Mk. II has been mounted in a self-propelled 
mount and pilot work was also done on 3,7 8.Р, 
and the 17 Pr. Paper estudies have been made of 
the mounting of the 25 Pr, in the United Stat es 
Gun Motor Carri M-37 and the 5.5 in the 
United States Gun Motor Carriage M-41, 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

25 PR. AS MOUNTED IN SEXTON 

6 PR. AS MOUNTED IX RAM 

munition 

Ammunition sizes and types have increased 
th main armament. Thie has introduced prob- 
me in turret arrangement to allow adequate 

TYPICAL 25 PR. A. F. SHELL 
Oarr1ed tn Sexton) 

loading room, also in the stowage arrangenmt 
in order to carry a maximum of rounds, both 
stowed and "ready". The introduction of 
H.E, anā Smoke ammunition has also demanded 
further developmente on gun sighting and lay- 
ing to allow for indirect and high angle fire, 

Armoured ammunition bins were introduced 
into Canadian tanke in an effort to decrease 
the incidence of ammunition fires or “brew 
ире", 

Gun Mounte and Gear 

The Valentine used a one-piece mantlet 
with ehoulder controlled elevation and 
pistol grip firing. This same mount was used 
for Ram I, 

For the Ram II, a special mount wag de- 
signed and produced in Canada. This included 
a detachable turret face plate with trunn- 
ions carrying an internal mantlet and gun 
cradle along with the cradle for the coax- 
ally mounted machine gun, aleo brackets for 
the direct sighting teleecope. The elevat- 
ing wheel and gear box, carried on the 
cradle, rotated a threaded rod which actedin 
a eplit nut fixed to the turret floor. The 
opening of the split nut allowed controlled 
elevation of the gun by the gyro stabilizer, 

Grizzly Tanke built in Canada had the 
later type external mantlet equipped with 
trunnions having anti-friction bearings. 
Elevation was of the normal pinion and quad- 
rant type with the pinion readily movable 
out of engagement for gyro stabilized con- 
trol. A direct sighting telescope is mount- 
ed in the cradle and additional periscopic 
eight is linked to the cradle, 

In the Skink, it was necessary to use 
four internal mantlete held in parallel with 
themselves and the sight, by suitable link- 
age. Elevation ie by power only from hy- 
Graulic rame, but, in an emergency, guns can 
be quickly put in free elevation by open- 
ing valves, 

The mount of the Sexton is very similar to 
the 25 Pr, field mount except that an improv- 
ed traverse gear ie used. 

Coneiderable effort was spent on details 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

on all jobs to reduce the effect of small 
arms fire and splash through the gun mount 
openings. 

Machine Gung 

One of the firet problems after the de- 
cision to build tanks in Canada, wae to ar- 
range for the substitution of the Browning 
.30 calibre m.m.g. 1919A4 for the 7.92 Besa 
which was the standard British weapon. This 
9 succesefully accomplished in the Valen- 
ne. 

t 

„30 CALIBRE BROWNING 

The principle of mounting a medium machine 

gun coaxial with the main armament wae follow- 
ed throughout, although many problems in am- 
munition feed, firing means, etc., were em 
countered, 

17.92 WM. BESA MACHINE GUN 

The Ram carried a Browning .30 calibre 
in the forward cupola with traverse and ele- 
vation for observed fire. When the cupola 
was removed, «the gun was mounted in a ball 
and socket joint similar to the M-l and Griz- 
zly. — much thought was given to 
sighting devices for the bow machine gun, no 
practical means was found to accomplish this. 

Machine guns were carried for mounting on 
the commander's hatch for local anti-air- 
craft protection, but their value was doubt- 
ful, 

Hull 

At the commencement of the war,all Brit- 
ish and American tank hulls were fabricated 
from rolled armour plete, machined,formed, 
fitted and rivetted, 

The manufacture and erection was a long 
laborious process and the User objected to 
the large plane surfaces and the tendency of 
rivet heads to fly off under shock. 

Peace-time experience with large locomo- 
tive castings indicated that hulle could be 
successfully cast of armour steel greatly re- 
ducing the production time ahd cost and that 
they would be more eatisfactory ballistically, 
in that plane surfaces could be avoided and 
the sections increased where greatest pro- 
tection is desired. 

Working with the General Steel — 
Company, U.8.A,, a cast upper hull was pilo 
ed for the Ram Tank and its complete success, 
both ballistically and production-wise,led to 
ite adoption. This type of construction was 
later adopted for a large portion of United 
States Medium tanks. 

Meanwhile, welding technique was becoming 
highly developed and the use of plate, flame 
cut to pattern avoiding close fitting, con- 
siderably reduced production time. Sexton 
lower and upper hulle were fabricated by 
welding. 

The Ram originally had doore on the upper 
hull eponsone to serve for loading ammunition 
and for escape. These were found to be vul- 
nerable and were eliminated and replaced by 
an escape hatch in the floor. 

A floor hatch wae aleo provided for the 
attachment of the "Snake" - a long pipe demo- 
lition device, 

CAST AFYOUR TURFET-LESS BASKET 
(RAM TYPE) 

Turret 

Turret design ie necessarily dependent 
on the main armament and turret crew. 

The Valentine originally had a fabricated 
rivetted turret, later changed in Canada to 
a casting with a 50" ring, which allowed a 
turret crew of two men only. It was soon re- 
alized that this turret was too small, both 
for mounting larger main armament and accom- 
modating an adequate crew, The Ram turret ws 
based. on the M-3 ring with 60° diameter and 
the Grizzly was further improved with a 69" in- 
ternal diameter. 

Early turrete had almost completely en- 
closed baskets to avoid injury to t crew due 
to interference with static tank components 
on traverse, However, to provide access to 
stowed ammunition and escape hatches, baskets 
were progressively skeletonized until onl 
the oor and supporte remained, Curren 
United States and British designe have now 
removed the floor, carrying the crew on sus- 
pended seats and foot reste, ` 

One turret hatch only was provided in 
Canadian built tanks. This proved inadequate 
for escape purposes,and current designs, in- 
cluding the Skink, provide a hatch for each 
member of the crew, 

The placing of the armament, traveree and 
elevating » ventilating devices, vision 
devices, radio and intercommunication, ready 
ammunition, emall arme and st within the 
turret must all be considered in detail and 

as a whole in the turret design, 

Opinions varied on the necessity for, and 
the value of, pistol ports. However, it be- 
came nerelly considered that they are de- 
sirable but must be invulnerable. The taper- 
ed plug type used on later Rams met with sat- 
isfactory User acceptance, 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

Turret Traverse Systeme 

All tanks are provided with means for 
travereing the turret and the main armament 
manually or with power. 

The Valentine used an electrical (Lucas) 
traverse which derived ite r from a gen- 

erator mounted on the main engine and hence 

would not operate with the main engine 

stopped. 

The Ram used the Logansport hydraulic 

which included an electrically driven gear 

pump on the floor of the turret driving & 

сет motor through controlled variable throt- 

ling valves. This type while generally sat- 

isfactory, was lacking in “creep" speed and 

fine fire control. A development programme, 

initiated in the United py quo resulted in 

a re-design of the throttling valves with 

some improvement, but it wae agreed that the 

ultimate in fire control could not be achiev- 

ed due to the slight leakage characteristics 
of a gear type hydraulic motor, 

The Grizzly used the oil gear hydraulic 
system, adopted as standard for all United 

States tanke. 

This system employs an electrically 

driven multiple piston pump, driving dir- 

ect to a multiple piston motor. Control 18 

effected by varying the throw of the pump 

pistons, Complete satisfaction was enjoyed 

with this un and a variation using two 

pumps, one ivi a piston motor for tra- 

verse and one Sor И 
was included in the Skink. 

All turret traverse systems are carried 
in the turret and drive a pinion which engages 

a large toothed ring integral with the static 
turret ring of the hull. 

Current designe include, in addition to 
the gunner's traverse control, an over-riding 
control by which the commander can bring the 
gun to bear on the target. 

Gyro Stabilizer 
Ram and Grizzly Tank gun mounte were fit- 

ted with a gyro stabilizer, the purpose of 

which is to hold the gun on the target re- 

gardless of the fore and aft pitching of the 
tank, It äi not compensate for roll or dew- 
ing. 

INSTALLATION OF GYRO CYLINDER 
AND PISTON ASSEMBLY 

This device includes a pendulum and an 

electrically driven gyroscope which actuates 

valves controlling the pressure to a hy- 

draulic cylinder attached to the gun mount, 

A manual control coupled to the stabilizer 

governs the powered elevation or depression 

for laying while on the move. 

äraulic rams for elevation, 

Observation Devices 

Canadian tanks were provided with normal 
vieion devices, The Triplex block and 
Vickers periscope were used on the Valentine 
while protectoecopes and Кетч" were used 
on the Ram, Grizzly and Skink. rly Rame 
euffered from too little closed down obser- 
vation, which was later corrected by provid- 
ing every member of the crew with at least 
one periecope. 

The Vickers periscopes have given uniform 
satisfaction although the rear view feature 
is of doubtful value, The early Minneapolis- 
Honeywell periscope was not a sucesss but 
their later type, as used on Grizzly, was 
completely satiefactory, particularly in that 
it included a large field of view, 

Extended periscopes, to raise the object 
priem high enough to give vision close to the 
vehicle, were used on the Ram, with limited 
success due to the restriction in field of 
view with the increased length of instrument. 

The all-round vision cupola in the cent- 
ral turret hatch was not developed in time 
to be used in Canadian production. 

Electrical 

The United Kingdom Valentine design in- 
cluded a 12 volt system which was re-design- 
ed in Canada to supply 24 volte required for 
the Diesel engine starting system and for 
the radio, Although a certain amount of un- 
balance exieted, due to servicing some 12 
volt acoessories and the No, 19 Mk, I Set, 
the system gave satisfaction in service. No 
auxiliary generator was carried, the electric 
power for the traversing motor being supplied 
from the main engine driven generator. All 
other tanks had a basic 24 volt syetem sup- 
plied by a main engine generator and an aux- 
iliary generator (Homelite) in parallel with 
two 12 volt batteries floating in the circuit, 
Voltage and reveree current limit con- 
trole were used and thermo overload limit 
cut-outs were included in all heavy circuits, 

Numerous changes were made in the main 
and auxiliary generetore to improve their re- 
liability and increase their output. However, 
under static conditions without benefit of 
the main engine, an auxiliary generator with 
a longer life than the Homelite ie desirable, 

To serve the extra wireless in the Com- 
mand and O.P. Tank, two 24 volt banks of 6 
volt batteries were carried. All banks were 
interchangeable by switching when charging 
from engine generator or the auxiliary gen- 
erator, and for eerving the vehicle or either 
of the wireless sete. While the circuite were 
rather involved, switching was simple and 
Usere were satisfied, 

The very heavy power draw for high turret 
acceleration on the Skink with simultaneous 
elevation demanded a more adequate current 
supply. This was accomplished by developing 
a 2000 watt Homelite and modifying the engine 
generator to improve ite output. New voltage 
and reverse current controls were developed 
to handle the heavier currents. The com- 
plete electrical design for this vehicle was 
a very involved, interesting and apparently 
successful project. 

Electrical firing was used in all Grizz- 
lies, with stand-by foot firing. The Ram 
ueed foot firing throughout productior. 

The original Sexton design did not in- 
clude an — — — It differed 
from the tanks in having no electrical turret 
traveree load, but at the request of the User 
to provide more adequate power for the wire- 
less, the Homelite was introduced early in 
production. 

The No. 19 Mk. I Set required a 12 volt 
supply and a battery balancing switch was 
inetalled in the Sexton to switch this load 
from one battery to the other, as required, 
to keep them in balance, 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

As a matter of interest, the normal 
electrical devices on a medium tank include 
the following: Engine Starter, Headlights, 
Marker Lamps, Spot p, Trouble Lamps, In- 
terior an > ireless, Intercommunication, 
Traverse echanien, Gyro Stabilizer, Siren, 
Firing Solenoids, Instruments, Ventilating 
Fans, Illuminated Sights, etc. etc. 

Communication 

In every vehicle provieion was made for 
the No, 19 Wireless Set (in the turret in 
tanks and at the rear in the Sexton) and 
appropriate intercommunication stations, 

|Т 

( J = 

Kg rx “көй 
— — 

rx 

RADIO INSTALLATION -SEXTON 

Care was taken in production and in- 
spection to suppress all vehicle radio inter- 
ference to an acceptable level. 

P 8 TYPE COMPASS 

Compass 

All vehicles were provided with mag- 
netic compasses of various types in various 
locations, but their value was extremely 
doubtful with the exception of the P.B. Binn- 
acle and Compass which was installed in the 
Sexton. 

This inetrument raises the compass prop- 
er, away from the shielding and magnetic ef- 
fecte of the metal hull and projects the 
reading periscopically on a screen at the 
driver's eye level, 

Early work was done in Canada on a di- 
rectional gyroscope. This instrument is re- 
markably stable on turne, but its precision 
characteristics demand that it be referred to 
a master magnetic compase periodically. 

FIONEER TYPE COMPASS 

Projecte in the United Kingdom and the 
United States were looking to the use of a 
directional gyro and a Р.В. Сотраве in navi- 
gational vehicles, but did not reach the pro- 
duction stape, 

Ventilation 

WD-32 COMPASS AND "C" TYPE 
P B BINNACLE EQUIPMENT 

Rams and Grizzlies were provided with 
fane to exhauet concentration of carbon mon- 
oxide from the turret, 

Splash Protection 

Considerable study was devoted to the 
prevention of entry of splash into the hull, 
with varying success. Gun Mount and tele- 
scope openings are particularly difficult to 
splashproof, but quite successful labyrinths 
were developed and used, To direct splash in 
harmless directions 1e juet ae satisfactory 
as to prevent ite entry entirely and usually 
much easier to accomplish. 

Smoke Generators 

All tanke carried 2" Smoke Mortars in 
the turret. 

Tail smoke was a G.3,requirement and in 
service was accomplished by carrying elec- 
trically fired, jJettisonable No, & smoke gen- 
erators. 

Coneiderable work was done on the de- 
velopment of continuous tail smoke from oil 
sprayed into the engine exhaust, 

Pilots were built and reported on 
favourably, but were not adopted in produc- 
tion because tactical requirements were not 
clear. , 

The device consisted of an electric 
motor connected directly to a emall pump driv- 
ing oil from a tank in the engine compart- 
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ent and forcing it | through nozzles into 

e hot exhaust pipes, 

VSEUv.Uh Api d t +B ш пе ж" 

_ Agreat deal of study was devoted to the 
! on of tank crews inst gas and 

fluids. The ideal, which is appa rent- 
y impossible of practical accomplishment, is 

o maintain a positive pressure of filtered 
г within the vehicle. 

Working with D.C.W.&8. 
tacked in two phases: 

` For protection against lethal fluide, 
ethode were developed and kite prepared for 
ositively sealing by flexible materials all 
у s anû interstices. 

the problem was 

- - 

For protection against gas, а fan đe- 
ive: air under pressure through individ- 
al filters to a transparent face piece for 
а member of the crew, was developed. It 
as very favourably reported on-in User tests, 

is apparatus was not developed beyond 
f of the principle. 

ы, 

inte: or 

` fhe starting of Canadian made tank-type 
ehicles at temperatures above zero degrees 

nheit presented no unusual difficulties 
called for no special winterizing equip- 

| al the following systems eed. 

hrough several stages of development fore 

jeing regarded as satisfactory. 

1. O41 Cooling 
2. Priming 
3, 011 Dilution 

When 011 in coolere of early production 
4 was sufficiently chilled to offer great 

circulation resistance, a relief valve opened 

al the 011 to by-pass the cooler, Sub- 
ject i to the continual rueh of cold outeide 
sir, the cooler frequently would not warm up 
nough to permit the valve to close even when 
he by-passed oil reached or exceeded safe 
tempera limite. By placing temporary 
16108 over the cooler grills, crews did 

what they could to prevent engine damage, but 
the defect continued to be troublesome until 
A cooler was introduced in which the by-pass- 

4 011 was led through ducts within the cool- 
itself, 

An engine priming system which eprayed 
fuel under pressure from a hand-operated 
plunger pue ro atomizing nozzles locat- 
ed near intake ports, was included in 
en Production changes later 

the efficiency of the system through 
se of a larger capacity pump spraying fuel 

through improved nozzles to seven instead of 
five porte. 

The temporary dilution of engine oil with 
1 wae practiced for starting temperatures 
below 32 degrees Fahrenheit. On early pro- 

ion tanks a solenoid-operated valve равв- 
fuel by gravity from the fuel tanks to 

the oil reservoir. To thoroughly mix fuel 
and oil, the addition was made some minutes 

stopping the engine. “his system had 
fuel measuring device and that, together 

with the gravity feed, introduced uncertain- 
ties which were not overcome until the sole- 

1 operated valve was replaced by a man- 
wally-operated two-way valve passing fuel 
under pressure from the fuel into a vis- 
able-level measuring tank, ich could be 
filled and drained by the turret crew as 
often as еее Pee expected starting tem- 
peratures from 32 to -ho"F. 

The anticipate? use of Canadian made tanks 
in countries re starting temperatures 
might fall to -ho"F or lower, led to the in- 
vestigation of special winterizing devices 
for application only to tanks destined for 
such use, Winterizing kite developed by 
United States Ordnance and used as a basis 
for Canadian work contained the following 
principal items: 

1. Exhaust Damper 
2. Engine Intake Air Damper 

HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

t Oil Dilution System 
。 Shutters for Engine 011 Cooler 

5. Shutters for Transmission 
011 Cooler. 

6. Priming Equipment 
Š ie сенер for 011 ex 

° ectric o ssure 
9. Engine anges ne 

10. Battery Heater 

The kits were intended for modification 
of a wide of tanks and consequently 
included some items which already were stand- 
ard equipment on the latest vehicles, Atten- 
tion will be drawn to this in discussing the 
ten Winterizing devices, 

The exhaust damper consisted of hinged 
flap which could be closed at will over en- 
oe cooli air exhaust and acted as an air 
flector n open, This damper was stand - 

ага equipment on Grizzly tanks but extended 
experience showed that crews were inclined 
to forget opening the колу before driving away. 
The frequency with which vehicles меге dam- 

thr this ne t led t — 
cuna. favour en open vane assenbly. 

The Engine Air Intake Damper could be 
operated by the crew within the vehicle to 
control the intake of engine cooling air. The 
controls of the damper supplied by the kit 
interfered with internal parte of the Sexton 
to such an extent that a new damper assembly 
was developed with controle located at the 
outside of the rear bulkhead. The Engine Air 
Intake Damper never was supplied in produc- 
tion but continued in use for winterizing. 

nt heater 

Ae mentioned in earlier paragraphs, the 
011 dilution system was applied at production, 
It was also included in the United States 
kit in order. that certain early American ve- 
hicles might be modified. 

Shutters for the transmission апа е e 
o11 coolers were in the form of roller blinds 
which could be drawn to prevent circulation 
of air through the coolers, 

SNE equipment, as already mentioned, 
vas provided during uction, The United 
States winterizing kit contained the large 
priming де and improved atomizing nozzles 
for tanks not already equipped with those 
items, 

A 600 watt heating element wae supplied 
in the winterizing ki for the se of 
heating engine oil. The element was slightly 
flexible for immersion in the engine oil 
reeervoir when in use, 

011 pressure gauges operating by direct 
pressure through long exposed tubes were com- 
monly used in early production tanks. Low 
temperature operation emphasized the disad- 
van e of this type of instrument where å 
vehicle might run for hours before the uge 
could regieter correctly. Winterization there- 
fore included replacement of the direct act- 
ing gauge with an electrical instrument, the 
sending unit of which could be located direct- 
ly on the engine where Ms readings 
would be little affected by temperature. The 
uncertain performance, even at moderately low 
temperatures, of inetruments operated direct- 
ly by fluid pressure through long tubes led 
to their general replacement in production 
with electrical or mechanical instruments, 

Tanks equipped with the foregoing de- 
vices could be started without great aiff- 
iculty at temperatures down to -20”F. Where 
difficulty was encountered or where tempera- 
tures were lower, an engine compartment heat- 
er was used, This electrically-ignited heat- 
er in the engine c tment burned fuel 
oline or diesel 011) supplied by an automatic 
pump which rated for a ten minute period 
only in order t fire hazard might be reduc- 
ed, should the crew neglect to extinguish the 
burner. 

At starting temperatures below -20°F. the 
tank storage batteries uired to be heated 
for efficient operation. winterizing kit 
provided for this by utilizing heat from the 
exbaust of the auxiliary generator engine. On 
Sexton, however, where both the batteries and 
the auxiliary generator equipment, were in 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

compartments in the rear rather than. in the 
body of the vehicle, new battery heating fac- 
ilities had to be developed. 

bbe Ti 

The urgent need of conserving crude for 
use only where synthetic proved completely im- 
practicable, led to experimente with syn- 
thetic bogie tires aimed at determining: 

Synthetic 

This knowledge forecast little hope for 
use of synthetic tires of size 20 x 9 x16 
on tanks, but it wae anticipated that they 
would give reasonable service on the some- 
what lighter Sexton, 

By the time experimental tires were 
produced Winter in Canada was near, and 
since it was essential that tests be made 
without delay under highly detrimental hot- 
weather conditione which the tires would en- 

Firetly, whether or not they would have counter in service test equipment. and 
an expected life great enough to maintain personnel were sent, through co-operation 
allowable minimum fighting efficiency of a of American Authorities, to Camp Seeley, 
tank or self-propelled gun. 

Secondly, what manufacturere could supply 
suitable tires without further delays in de- 
velopment of compounds or processes. 

The manufacturere’ task of producing re- 
liable synthetic tires of the size common to 
Мі. апа Ram Tanks and to Sexton S.P.G.M. was 
difficult because the weight of those vehicles 
particularly the tanks, was in excess of that 
for which the suspensione were originally de- 
signed, consequently, the pressure on the 
tires was very high even for natural rubber, 

California, and Phoenix, Arizona, 

Ram II Tanks ballasted to 68,000 pounds 
and Sextone ee pounds, were driven a 
total of 26, miles in testing and com- 
paring several tire constructions from each 
of three Canadian manufacturers. Test 
course surfaces were largely sand and 
gravel or crushed rock with rocky croes 
country making up about four percent of 
the total run, Over the former, vehicles 
were driven at their full speed of 2l M.P.H, 
for A maintained average of 20-22 M.P.H,,and 
on the latter, speeds were 3-8 M.P.H, em- 

PERFORMANCE OF SYNTHETIC TIRES ON RAM II TANK (68,000 LBS.) 

Tire Composition Mileage at e of fa е 

Manufacturer “A" (Goodyear 

HIGH Low Average for all tires 

(C.8.6.50) 194 33 99 

(C,3,0,54) 184 36 80 

и (С.5.9.77) 1284 23 280 

Manufac "B" (Firestone 

(C.8.F. 7988) 397 221 272 

(C.8.F. 7962) 425 178 308 

nufac "се оп 

(0.3.D.10 ) 694 31 176 

(C.S.D. 8 ) 697 26 262 

PERFORMANCE OF NATURAL RUBBER TIRES ON RAM II TANK (68,000 LBS. ) 

Tire Composition Mileage at time of failure 

HIGH LOW Average of all tires 

Natural Rubber 1540 125 531 

PERFORMANCE OF SYNTHETIC TIRES ON SEXTON S.P.G.M. 000 LBS 

Tire Composition Mileage at time of failure 
Ma "A" 

HIGH Low Average for all tires 

(C.3.0.54) 1024 48 435 

к (С.8.0.77) 2523 163 1864 

Manufact "B" (Firestone 

(C.8.F.7988) 2205 428 1609 

t "C" inion 

(C.S.D.10 ) 2625 35 $13 
(с.8.0 8) 2749 105 1393 

PERFORMANCE OF NATURAL RUBBER TIRES ON SEXTON S.P.G.M. BS. 

Tire C t Mileage at time of failure 

HIGH LOW Average of all tires 

Natural Rubber 1918 180 879 
(Goodyear) 

x This compound was released for production on Sexton only. 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

° о 
ratures ranged from 50 to 112 F. with 

Raily aa Tes 90° to 100°F, Steel 
tracke. (Canadian Dry Pin) were used on tanks 
and Sextons for all tire — — although 
in testing a synthetic rubber track some in- 
dication мав seen of the probable behaviour 
of synthetic tiree on rubber backed tracks, 

The steel tracks together with high op- 
en temperatures and speeds were calcu- 
lated to place the tires at disadvantages 
comparable with those of service conditione. 

The first test result noted on synthetic 
tires wae a slight transverse cracking which 
appeared after 50 to 100 miles of running. The 
cracking did not extend with service nor was 
it believed to influence greatly the ultimate 
failure of tires. Neither did tires fail 
through wearing of the tread eurface,in fact, 
even the mould register marks usually were 
visible to the end. Almoet without excep- 
tion, tires failed from within where either 
simple mechanical action or the heat gener- 
ated by working of the rubter, or both etarted 
separatione which epread through zones of 
least resistance loosening masses of rubber 
which then were torn away in the couree of 
running. 

While the initial seat of rupture might 
be anywhere within the tire, final destruc- 
tion often followed surfaces representing di v- 
1e1one in processing, Splice failures, sep- 
arations of rubber from eteel, parting be- 
tween base and tread stocks occurred fre- 
quently. The breaking down of the cohesive 
strength of the rubber sometimes wae follow- 
ed by deeply eeated blistere extensive enough 
to permit the dislodging of large pieces of 
tread, On several tiree, ehelling and under 
cutting of the edges was observed. Thie 
gave the tire edges the appearance ої а 
chipped flint, and although it did not rep- 
resent failure in itself it probably hasten- 
ed destruction through reducing the amount of 
load supporting rubber. 

The life of synthetic tires in terme of 
miles was exceedingly variable. It varied 
with the manufacturere conetruction, compound- 
ing and procees control, with operating tem- 
perature and with vehicle weight and speed, 

The table shown on the previous page in- 
dicates something of the varistione in syn- 
thetic tire life as shown by the Camp Seeley 
and Phoenix trials. Figures are included 
also for the natural rubber control tires 
run at the same time, and it may be noted 
that variation in life ie not confined to syn- 
thetic tires, 

The next five paragraphe are quoted (1in- 
completely) from the official report on 
bogie tire teste, and, in general, includes 
some of the results obtained. 

1. "All eynthetice, when tested on fully 
etowed RAM II Tanke (68,000 lbe.) equipped 
with steel (C.D.P.) Tracks, had a high fail- 
ure frequency ae compared to the natural rub- 
ber control tires". 

2. “Synthetics, when tested on RAM II Tank 
(68,0001bs.) equipped with T-51 synthetic 
tracks, had a low failure frequency. The 
track blocks, however, had high failure fre- 
quency beyond 1500 test miles”, 

3. "Vehicle weight had a most detrimental 
effect on synthetic performance", "Por ex- 
ample, one brand of synthetic tires wae no- 
— superior to all others when run on 
Sexton 54 lbe. However, when tested 
on Tanks 58,000 lbs.) performance "levelled" 
off" to a point where it was only elightly 
superior to the others". 

Y, "Synthetic bogie tiree of one brand were 
released for production on Sexton as a di- 
rect result of their excellent performance 
on that vehicle at low and high tempera- 
tures. 

5. "With increase in operatin, temperature 
there was proportionate increase in failures 
of both synthetic and natural rubber tires." 

The effect of temperature on synthetic 

tires may further be observed in trials car- 
ried out at Ottawa. There, tires were run on 
a fully stowed Sexton for 1470 miles at aver- 
аре speeds of 22-24 M.P.H,,over terrain con- 
sisting of 20% pavement, 75% gravel and 55 
rough dirt road with rock outcropping. ° 
tires failed in this 1470 mile test, which 
was гип in gold wet weather at temperatures 
of 30° to 60°F. Tires of a very similar com- 
position averaged only 435 miles at Camp 
Seeley-Phoenix trials, with one failing at 48 
miles, Even in the moderate ambient temper- 
atures of the Ottawa test, rubber tempera- 
tures of 300"F were recorded. In the natural 
rubber control tires, used in, the same run, 
temperatures did not exceed 215°F. 

While the abrasion resisting qualities of 
synthetic bogie tires appear to be satisfact- 
ory, development is needed in the control and 
quality of the bonding of base etock to steel, 
and tread to base stock. The tank designer 
might add something to the life of synthetic 
tires by using two large diameter narrow 
bogie wheels, after the fashion of the re- 
cently produced American M24 light tank, and 
the new United States double bogie medium 
tank suepension. A narrower tread would give 
better heat dissipation, and a larger di- 
ameter would reduce tread pressure and,conse- 
uently, the rate of heat generation. 
D.T.D,Report Bogie Teste - Camp Seeley, Cal. 
and Phoenix, Ariz.) 

EQUIPMENT_AND STOWAGE 

Tne material specified for each vehicle 
for ite maintenance during operation, and 
the material requirements of the vehicles' 
crew is classified ae equipment. The dis- 
poeition of the equipment in the vehicle ie 
known as stowage, 

Equipment 

The following paragraphe describe brief- 
ly the ns carried in Canadian Tanks 
and Tank Type Vehicles. 

Armament 

Below is a list of the ammunition car- 
ried in the various Canadian Tank Vehicles 
produced, and specifies the primary arma- 
ment and secondary arms carried as part of 
tank equipment. 

Valentine 

1 - Ordnance Q.F. 2 Pr. (Rounds - 79) 
1 = B.E.8.4. . 92 mm. M.G. or — 

Cal. .30 (Mounted coaxially with 2 Pr. 
in turret) (Rounde - 1700) 
Bren .303 M.G. (A.A.) (Rounds - 336) 
Thompson Cal, .45 3.M.G. (Rounds-240) 
Bomb Thrower 2-inch (Rounds - 18) 
Signal Pistol - l-inch (Rounde - 12) 

Ë ビビ ビビ ピ 

epei 

- 

- Ordnance Q.F. 2 Pr. (Rounds - 171) 
Browning Cal. .30 M.G. (Mounted co- 
axially with 2 Pr. in turret) 
Rounds - included in next item. 

=- Browning Cal. .30 M.G. (Mounted in 
bow cupola) (Rounds - 4275) 

- Browning Cal, .30 M.G. (Å.A.) (Mount- 
ed in turret hatch) (Rounde - ) 
Thompson Cal, .45 S.M.G.(Rounde-!40) 
Bomb Thrower 2-inch (Rounds - 44) 
Signal Pistol l-inch (Rounds - 20) 
Hand Grenades 

II 

Ordnance Q.F. 6 Pr, (Rounds - 92) 
- Browning Cal. .30 M.G. (Mounted co- 

axially in turret) 
Rounds - included in next item 

-- ' 

Ë の ビビ ビー ビ ы 

-- 
і 

1 - Browning Cal, .30 M.G. (Mounted at 
front hull) (Rounds - 4000) 

1 - Browning Cal, .30 M.G. (A.A.) (Mount- 
ed on turret hatch) (Rounds - 440) 

1 - Bomb Thrower 2-inch (Rounds - 43) 
1 - Signal Pistol l-inch (Rounds - 20) 

6 - Hand Grenades 
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HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd ) 

Grizzly 

1 - Gun, 75 mm. (Rounds - 78) 
1 - Browning Cal. .30 M.G. (Mounted co- 

axially in turret) 
Rounds - included in next item 

- Browning Cal, .30 M.G. (Mounted in 
bow) (Rounds 4750) 

- Browning Cal. .50 M.G. (A.A. )(Mount- 
ed on turret hatch rng) (Rounds 200% 

- Thompson Cal. .45 3.M.G. (Rounde- 
- Bomb Thrower 2-inch (Rounds - 12) 
- Signal Pistol 1-1nch (Rounde - 20) Pen mM "m 

Command O.P. 

1 - Browning Cal. .30 M.G. M1919A4(Mount- 
ed at Pel huli) (Rounde - 2000) 

1 - Browning Cal. .30 M.G. (A.A. )(Mount- 
ed on turret hatch). (Rounde - ) 

- Thompson Cal. .45 S.M.G. (Rounds-hlo) 
1 - Bomb Thrower 2-inch (Rounde - 43) 
1 - Signal Pistol, l-inch (Rounds - 20) 
6 - Hand Grenades 

Sexton 

1 - Ordnance Q.F. 25 Pr. (Rounds - 112) 
2 - Sten 9 mm. M.G. (Rounde - 448) 
2 - Rifles .303 (Rounds - 100) 
2 - Bren .303 inch М.б. (Rounds - 1500) 

Skink 

lh - Guns, Machine, Poleten 20 mm. (Rounds- 
1920 in 30 round clips) 

1 - Browning Cal. .30 M.G.(Mounted in bow) 
Rounds -22 

2 - Thompson 621. .55 $.M.G. (Rounds-440) 
1 - Signal Pistol, l-inch (Rounds - 20) 

12 - Hand Grenades 

Armament Spare Parts, Tools 
and Ancillaries 

While small attempt wae made to cerry 
spare parts as security against unpredict- 
able enemy-action damage to weapons, care was 
taken in supplying replacements for parts 
which experience showed as having strong tend- 
encies toward breaking or wearing during nor- 
mal operation. Thus spare strikere, springs, 
small breech arts, delicate buffer and re- 
cuperator pieces were carried for main arm- 
ament, and breech mechanieme and barrele for 
frequently used machine guns. Tools for re- 
placing those parte were carried along with 
others needed for routine cleaning,adjusting, 
repairing and lubricating. Breech and muzzle 
covers were provided for protection against 
weather, Bags were supplied on rapidly fir- 
ing machine guns for catching ejected cases 
which, if not contained, might endanger 
equipment or personnel, 

Vehicle Maintenance Tools 

Fighting crews were not expected to carr) 
out higher echelon work. Toole for vehicle 
maintenance were chosen accordingly. Those 
needed for major repaire or adjustmentewere 
omitted, while complete facilities were pro- 
vided for carrying out typical crew duties 
euch as track maintenance or replacement. The 
fairly wide range of general purpose tools 
needed for ordinary maintenance made it pos- 
sible for crews to effect emergency repairs 
to some extent. 

Communication u t 

With the electrical communication systems 
described elsewhere, only the spares carried 
will be mentioned here. 

The extreme importance of conserving 
epace in tanks, and the unknown quantity in- 
volved in battle damage made it impracticable 
to carry major components as spares. Commun- 
ication equipment was given armoured protect- 
ion, where feasible, while spares were car- 
ried only for the following: 

l. Parte fragile by nature, such as tubes, 
head and microphone sete. 

2. Exposed aerial rods and bases. 

3. Fuses, dynamotor brushes and similar 

items subject to ordinary wear or de- 

etruction, 

à 
Expendable Vehicle Spares 

Under ¡hormái operation certain vehicle 
components wear out, break or are coneumed, 
Among t “are track shoes, spark pl 0 
light bulbé,and mirroreand priems of vision 
instruments. Spare track components were 
supplied on all vehicles, but crewe in 
action often carried additional ones for 
emergencies or ae extra armour. Aleo, crews 
advocated (and sometimes carried) a spare 
euspension assembly. 

Personnel ulpment 

Canadian Tanke were eo equipped as to 
provide for needs of crews living for sev- 
eral daye away from other eupply sources. 
Not every country employing tanke believed 
that the extra mobility thue obtained out- 
weighed the disadvantages of providing 
etowage epace for the large amount of bulky 
material required for protection against ex- 
posure and other hazards, and preferred in- 
stead either to limit the range of their 
P or to follow more closely with sup- 

plies. 

Againet the weather each member of the 
crew ordinarily was supplied with a great- 
coat, blankets, ground sheet, knapsack 
reincoat,rain hat and rubber boots, Against 
gas attack - respirator, anti-gas cape, 
trousere, gloves and boote, bleach, detector 
paint and anti-gas ointment. To this can 
be added the first aid kit. Food for sev- 
eral days was carried in ration boxes 
water in bottles and five gallon cans. A 
portable stove and a can of unleaded gas- 
cline provided cooking facilities, 

Miscellaneous Equipment 

With a tank at rest a number of tools 
were required for performing outside tasks. 
Included were shovels, axes, mattock, match- 
ete, wire cuttere, wiring gloves, engine 
crank, funnels for tranefer of liquids 
crowbar and towing cable. Tarpaulins were 
carried for protection of parked tanke 
against weather, and a camouflage net to 
prevent observation by enemy fliers. Sexton 
carried an emergency cable with which to 
transfer electrical energy from one ve- 
hicle to another for battery charging or 
engine etarting. 

Fire Extinguishere of the Carbon-Tetra- 
chloride or Methyl-Bromide type were placed 
so that they could be used by tank crew be- 
fore or after evacuating a burning vehicle. 
These were supplementary to the Carbon Di- 
к extinguiehing system built into ve- 

cles. 

Printed Instructions, Log 
and Parts Booke 

Some information concerni operation 
of vehicle parte wae provided inetruct- 
ion plates and by manufacturers pamphlets, 
but more extensive information wae furnish- 
ed y durable publications issued as part 
of Tank equipment. These included In- 
etruction Booke or Operatore Manuale giving 
the detalls of tanke parte, their oper- 
ation and maintenance in as far as they 
concerned the expected duties of the crew. 
Lubrication and stowage charts were insert- 
ed in pockets in the books. 

When the crew of a tank change or when 
the tank undergoes repaire, knowledge ofite 
hietory is of great importance, hence log 
books were supplied in which to record sig- 
nificant data on vehicle and armament. 

The orderi of replacement parts for 
tanks can involve much annoyance, and logs 
of time unless the correct number ie quoted 
on the order, because a t may have sev- 
eral numbers (Ordnance, ufacturers, or 
Stock number). Also, the number stamped on 
the part is not always the one under which 
it is stocked. To alleviate these diff- 
iculties parts lists were issued with tanks, 
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Stowage 
The requiremente of heavy armour, heavy 

it, plentiful ammunition, small silhou- 
te, good mobility, adequate equipment and 
Ww comfort all placed heavy demands upon 

space, Not all iteme of equipment 
be made accessible and, where at all 
cable, preference of location had to be 
in the following order: 

_ Ammunition and freauently used gun 
tools, spares and ancillaries. 

Auxiliary weapons and less frequent- 
ly used gun tools and ancillaries. 

Fire extinguishers and first aid kits 

Wireless equipment 

Expendable vehicle stores 

Remaining items 

Throughout the war, the stowage of am- 
nition received much attention because, in 

, each ing tank design called 
r heavier and more rounds of ammunition to 
carried, By the time early production 

s had seen considerable action, it was 
that a very large number of them became 
ties through ammunition fires started 

attack that should not have interfered with 
Mir mobility in any way. Splinters from 

penetrations or even scale dislodged by 
netrating shote had sufficient energy 

plerc the brass cases of unprotected an- 
ition, and thus start fires and explosions 
it would destroy the vehicle. This exper- 

gave rise to the practice of stowing 
tion in armoured bins or in celle 

к water or other fire-quenching 
е. plate about 3/16" in thick- 

vas used for ammunition bins in Canadian 
iks, and was found to give satisfactory re- 
154 m attack that did not completely 

the main vehicle armour. The use of 
i bine reduces accessibility of ammun- 
and decreases slightly the number of 
that can be carried, 

From the point of view of VM MM 
nt safe from damage, it would have been de- 
rable to have given all of it the protect- 

of vehicle armour, but with stowage space 
sited and with consideration given to crew 

rt, it wae necessary © place certain 
ble or uncritical material on the ve- 

ele's exterior. Pioneer tools, towing cable, 
ngine crank,cable reel, camouflage net, tar- 

1, track blocks and several other items 
stowed externally. Compartment fires 

id not always give crews a chance to use the 
able fire extinguishers carried within, 

herefore several were stowed on the outside 
' the vehicle from whence they could be used 

: the men had made exit, 

HISTORY OF TANKS IN CANADA (cont'd. ) 

Training and battle experience, aleo ob- 
воїевсепсе in production, resulted in contin- 
ually changing equipment needs. The adding, 
deleting aná changing of items made 1t desir- 
able to have e blankets and boxes in 
— unite and bolted in place for easy re- 
moval, 

ROTA TRAILER 

Design and development of a ы” to 
carry an — — ly of fuel, 
ition and water towed 7 tanke une ne 
undertaken in Бл during the 
can Campaign. When drewings were ERE 
finalized they were forwarded to Canada 
form a basis for production in thie ыы” 

The trailer consisted of a metal box or 
container mounted between two wheels fabricat- 
ed in the form of drums, each ble of car- 
rying 60 gallone of fuel. The мав de- 
signed to carry spare ammunition of various 
calibres, two five-gallon water containers, 
several .30 calibre ammunition boxes, one 
camouflage net and a 41 pump with hose, 
to be used to transfer fuel from the wheel 
drums to the vehicle. The wheels were mount- 
ed on two stub axles which fitted into the 
trailer frame, A seamless steel box-section 
tongue with a & swivel eye completed the 
general wake-up of the trailer, 

A pilot model was built and included som e 
changes made necessary to meet Canadian pro- 
duction facilities, and tc overcome some of 
the weaknesses experienced by the British in 
teste. These changes included: 

1. Reinforced leading edge to reduce danger 
of damage to container by striking rocke. 

2, Enclosed Panniere for spare ammunition 
ide to prevent the ingress of water. 

3. vised hold-downs for armunition boxes 
to prevent stripping of threads. 

k, Shell crates inst of ammunition boxes- 
a more sturdy method of carrying ammun- 
1tion. 

5. Addition of Jerrican racks on the rear 11d, 

Weaknesses revealed by Pilot model teste: 

- Vulnerability to shell fire. 
. Hazardous to towing vehicle due to weight 

and tendency to skid sideways. 
Inability of towi venicle to back up due 
to trailer tongue fouling tank tracks. 
Excessive weight imposed great loads on axle, 
Exceseive bouncing due to lack of springe. 
Bolt threads of hold-downs etri . 

. Capacity insufficient in respect of weight. Sone w ne 

. 

Development of thie trailer in Canada 
was suspended and ultimately stopped with the 
eucceseful conclusion of the North African 
campaign, 

ROTA TRAILER - SIDE VIEW 
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TANK, VALENTINE 

This tank, designed for the support of 
infantry in attack, represented the most 
modern concept of that type cf vehicle at 
the outbreak of war in 1939. 

Ite basic tactical features include Low 
— UE Rag Weight (29,000 lbe, ), 
Heavy Armour (basic 60 mm, )according to 1939 
Standards, Medium Speed 15 m.p.h. max. and 2- 
Man 360° Turret Mounting 2-Pr. with Co-axial 
Machine Gun, 

Ite basic mechanical features include a 
6 Cyl. 2 cycle Diesel, liquid-cooled engine 
driving through a synchro-mesh 5-speed Gear- 
box and Clutch Brake Steering Transmission to 
Rear Sprocket, Dry Pin Track carried on slow 
motion coil spring suspensione and fabricat- 
ed rivetted hull and turret. 

Orders were placed in early 1940, and 
peon commenced in 1941 at the Ángue- 
hops of the Canadian Pacific Railway, A to- 

tal of 1420 vehiclee were produced before 
production ceased in 1943, the great bulk of 
thie production being shipped to Russia, 

The basic pattern was provided by U.K,, 
but considerable development work was neces- 
sary in Canada in view of the incompletness 
of the U.K. design, delay in transmitting of 
details from U.K., unavailability of British 
type components and the necessity to utilize 
sanadian production procedures and materiale, 
In this connection, it was necessary to re- 
draw all the British Arawings and/or develop 
new drawings for parte on which U.K, drewinge 
were not available, | 

An available North American Engine and 
Gearbox was fittedin lieu of the power plant 
specified by the Britieh. Thie naturally 
involved re-deeign of mountings, propellor 
shafte, acceseorier, contrcls, etc., and led 
to the development and adoption of a 24 volt 
rether than a 12 volt electrical system. 

A change was made from a Besa to a Brow 
ning machine pe in the co-axial mount which 
necessitated the design of suitable adaptera, 
ammunition feed and stowage arrangements. 

At the start of production,the #11 М.Т. 
Set with Tannoy Intercommunicationeystem was 
used, Design change permitted the useof the 
#19 MK.II Set with integral intercommunicat- 
ion after approximately the first 600 tanks, 
Improved standarde and methods of suppress- 
ion and interference were developed toaccom- 
modate the use of #19 MK. II wirelees equip- 
ment. 

Á one-piece Cast Turret and a Cast Hull 
Nose were developed and put into production 
to replace the difficult fabricated U. K, 
design. In addition, it wae necessary to 
design or re-desien a multitude of detail 
parte. 

The manufacture of this vehicle intro- 
duced production problems, which were new to 
Canadian industry,the early solution of which 
greatly assisted in later war production gen- 
erally. Major probleme encountered were the 
production and heat treating, forming, mach- 
ining and fitting of armour plate and cast- 
inge; the precision casting in quantity of 
Manganese steel track shoes; the manufacture 
of solid rubber bogie tiree to satisfactory 
etandards; the manufacture of optical equip- 
ment periscopes, telescopes,armour glass vis- 
ion blocks, etc,, the large scale manufact- 
ure of modern military wireless sets; the 
manufacture of peculiar electrical components 
for turret traverse mechanism;the production 
and acsembly of complicated clutch brake 
tranemission;and facilities for the erection, 
inepection, proof - teeting, sealing and ship- 
ping of a vehicle of this type, 

Original specifications called for а 
maximum of "free iseue" equipment from U.K, 
In order to relieve British Industry, then 
under severe war conditions, specifications 
were conetantly changed removing items from 
"free ieseue" list, This impoeed great diffi- 
culties onthe contractor to develop Canadian 
sources to provide highly specialized equip- 
ment on very short notice. 

This tark proved mechanically reliabl e 
and very acceptable tothe Users,but was dis- 
continued when faster,more heavily armed and 
armoured tanks became available both to the 
enemy and ourselves, 
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TANK, VALENTINE 

Tactical Data 

- Canadian Pacific Railway, 
Angus Shops, Montreal. 

1945 
- 1420 

Valentine VE (Besa M.9.). 
Valentine VII (Browning). 

Infantry Tank. 

“CLASSIFICATION - 30 

VERSE E 

š š 3 

POWER/WEIGHT 

~ 3 - Driver, Gunner, Com- 
mander. 

- Turret - front 65 m.m. 
- sides m.m. 

- front 60 в.з. 

- sides 45 m.m. 
- Hull 

- 360? Traverse - 50" ring. 

- Lucas Electric - dependent 
on main vehicle engine, 
or hand, 

- Shoulder controlled in ele- 
vation with individual 
pistol grips for firing of 
ordnance and co-axial m.g. 

- Elevation 17°- Depression 8°. 
Exterior Mantlet. 

ARMAMENT - 

SIGHTING 

PROTECTED 
"VISION ̀ 

COMMUNICATION- 

COMPASS - 

LIGHTING 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

Net power to gross weight 
ratio 6.6 B.H.P, per short 
ton. 

GROUND PRESSURE = 10.7 p.s.i. 

GROUND CLEARANCE- 16-1/2". 

GRADABILI TY 

MINIMUM TURNING 
“RADIUS _ 

- Theoretical in let gear - 
320 Ascending. 
35° Descending. 

- ke. 

BRAKE EFFICIENCY- 5 m.p.h. - To rest on 1 in 
ц downhi 

LADEN WEIGHT 

DOMPNSrome 
Length 
Width 
Height 

ENGINE 

Make 

Model 

11 grade - 
Foot brakee - ц! 
Steering brakes - 24'. 

SPEED, MAXIMUM- 

TRENCH CROSSING ABILITY 

Ordnance Q.F. 2-Pr. MK. IX, 
(79 ras.). 

Browning cal. .30 M.G, 
2121 Co-axial. (Val.VII). 

.92 mm. M.G. Co-axial 
(Val.VI) (3500 rds.). 

A.A. Bren .303% on Lakeman 
mounting (3 de.). 

Thompson cal. .45 3.M.G. not 
mounted (240 ras.) . 

Thrower 2" MK.I (Smoke - 
18 räs.). 

Signal Pistol 1" (12 cart- 
ridges). 

1 No.33 MK I Direct Sighting 
Telescope. 

Magnification 1.9. 

1 Triplex Block, 
2 One-way Vickers Periscopes. 
Turret - Two - 2-way Vickers 
Periscopes, 

$11 WT Set with Tannoy inter- 
communication and #19 MK II 
WT Set with integral inter- 
communication, 

Р 6 for driver. 

3 Feston Lamps, 
1 Inspection Lamp. 

2 Head Lamps, 
1 with ultra-violet 
bulb. 

2 Side Lampe, 
1 Tail Lamp. 

Interior. 

Exterior. 

- 15 m.p,h. 

- 7'6". 

VERTICAL OBSTACLE CLUMBING- 33", 

FORDING DEPTH 

CRUISING RANGE 

FUEL CONS I 

OIL CONSU" ON 

MECHANICAL DATA 
39,000 lbe. 

17, %; 
=P Hs: 

- ne Motors Corpora- 
n. 

series engine modified 
for tank use, 

- Two-cycle Diesel,6-Cyl, 
Diep1acement- 425.31 0u. ins. 

B. H, P. 

Torque 
-130 01 „р.з. 
- 9 = беге に € 

š r.p.m. 
Lubrication- Dry Sump, full pressure 

lubrication gear box, 
011 pump, 011 strainer, 
oil filter and an oil 
cooler, with relief 
valve. 

Flame Primer 
Pump - @lectric ignition for 

cold weather engine 
starting. 

Air Cleaners - Type - 011 Bath. 
= No. = Three. 

COOLING SYSTEM 

Type - 

Method - 

Capacity - 

FUEL SYSTEM 

Type - 

- At slow speed-36" 

- Highway - 95 miles. 

2.20 m.p.g 

= 16 q.p.h. 

Water circulation through cylin- 
der block,cylinder head and two 
radiators, 

Centri l pump driven by the 
lower blower rotor shaft through 
зі coupling. Two belt driven fans, 

gallons (approx. ). 

Petroleum fuel o11.' 
Minimum cetane rating - 40. 

Tank Capacity - 46 gallons. 
Tank Location - In engine compartment, left 

Feed - 
of engine. 

From reservoir en imary 
filter to positive as 
vane type pipe through secon- 
dary filter to lower fuel mani- 
fold, then to injectors. 

PTA-113 single plate dry disc, 
with multiple spring, fulcrum 
lever type ssure plate 
assembly. 17-inch diameter 
(13" drive plate). 
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MECHANICAL DATA (cont'd, ) 

GEAR BOX 

Make - Spicer. 
Type - Synchromesh, All geare eynchro- 

nized except first and reverse. 
Ratio ~ First gear - 6.17: 1 

Second gear - 3.40 : 1 
Third gear - 1.79 : 1 
Fourth gear - 1.00 : 1 
Fifth gear - | : 1 overdrive 
Reverse gear - 6.69 : 1 

Lubrication - Pressure lubrication supplied 
by gear box oil pump. 

STEERING AND FINAL DRIVE 

Type - Clutch Brake 
Ratio ~ Bevel gear  - 1.32 : 1 

At Sprocket -10.20 : 1 
The drive to each sprocket incorporating & 
double epicyclic reduction gear, 

STEERING CLUTCHES 

Location - On each eide of bevel drive. 

Multiplate, Compressed by toggle action 
through steering levere which give indepen- 
dent control of the power transmitted to 
the track, and by further movement apply 
the steering brakes. 

Drivers seat in centre of driving compart- 
ment, 

STEERING BRAKES 

Location - Carried in a brake anchorage 
bolted to sprosket hub, 

Number - 2 
Type - Internal expanding Girling 4- 

shoe operated by push-rod 
passing through centre of 
brake drum shaft. 

BRAKE DRUMS 

Location - On outer end of each brake 
drum shaft, outside the 
sprocket, 

AUXILIARY BRAKES 

Location - On each eide of Steering Clutch 
and Brake Assembly. 

Type - Foot operated independently of 
m@in braking controle. Carbon 
thrust ring gives lateral move- 
ment to a diec operating direct- 
ly on the brake push rod. 

Location - At rear, Sprocket ring bolted 
to sprocket hub in Final Reduc- 
tion Drive, 

Number - 1 on each side. 

Number of 
teeth - 20 (Teeth engage opening in 

centre of track shoe). 
Pitch - 4,36". 

TRACKS 

Type - Manganese steel shoes- Dry pin, 
centre drive, 2-3 hinge, 

Number of 
ehoes - 103 per strand. 

Tread (Centre to Centre) - 87" 
Width of shoe - 14" 
Length of Track -127" (On ground) 
Grousers - None, 

SUSPENSION 

Type - Slow Motion. 
Bogie 
Wheels - Two 24" and four 194", Identical 

construction on each side. 

SHOCK ABSORBERS 

Canadian made, Newton and Bennett type A-T.I, 
Totally enclosed double action hydraulic 
shock absorber on each bogie assembly. 

TOP ROLLERS 

Type - Ball bearing, spindle mounted, 
Number - 3 on each side, 

TRACK ADJUSTING IDLER 

Type - 24" rubber tired steel idler 
wheels eccentrically mounted 
at front, on each side, 

Adjuetment - With pawl released, adjusting 
perdona is rotated abcut support bracket by 
ever. 

ELECTRICAL 

24-volt syetem. 
Pattery - Two, 12 volt Exide batteries 

(6-XH-25-38) 180 amp. hours at 
10-hour rate. 

Generator -(Main) - Delco Remy, Model 1106509, 
two-brush ineulated, shunt unit. 

(Auxiliary) - None. 

Note: Turret traveree current supplied by 
main engine generator. 

Starter - Delco Remy Model 1109308, 6-pole, 
12-brush, 24-volt, series wouhd 
heavy-duty unit, equipped with 
solenoid operated Dyer drive. 

CANADIAN MODIFICATIONS FROM U.K. DESIGN 

1. ine ~ G.M. 6 Cyl. 2 cycle Diesel 
* replaced A.E.C. 6 Cyl. 

ц pe Diesel or А.Е.С. 
6 Cyl. 4 stroke Petrol. 

2. Gearbox - Spicer 5 speed Synchromesh 
replaced Meadows 5 speed 
Crash box. 

3. Power Plant - Mountings, Controls and 
connections to correspond 
with Canadian type engine. 

4, Browning Cal. .30 M.G. and Mount replaced 
Besa 7,92 mm. 

5. One-piece Cast Armour Turret - To replace 
turret fabricated from rolled and formed 

plate. 

6. One-piece cast armour hull nose to replace 
rivetted plates. 

7. Cast Engine Louvree - replacing component 
type. 

8. Installation of #19 Radio Set - to replace 
$11 set and Tannoy intercommunication. 

9, Adequate radio suppression, 

10. 24-Volt Electrical System and Components - 
to provide adequate power for engine and 
wireless in lieu of 12-volts. 

11, Modified and improved electric turret tra- 
verse, 

12. Socket for battery charging or engine star- 
ting from external source. 

13. Commanders - Emergency Engine shut-down 
control. 
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FRONT VIEW -Showing cast armour nose 
with driver's look-out open - Driver's, 
Gunner's and Commander's periscopes. 

LEFT SIDE VIEW - Showing turret rea 

view Look-out in closed position (or 

side of cast armour turret)-towing 

cable and ancillary equipment in 

stowed position- 

RIGHT SIDE VIEW - Showing pistol port 
in side of cast armour turret-tool boxes. 
spare track shoes and jack pads. stowed 

on track guard. 

TL air inlet louvres in closed position. ar A 
REAR VIEW - Showing cooling system 
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USER COMMENTS USER 

EXCERPTS FROM INTERIM REPCRT #13 SEPTEMBER 
1942 — CAMP BORDEN (Cur File - 73-4 

"Successful hill-climbing teste were соп- 
pleted on September let, 1942." 

(let gradient of 31° and 2nd on a gradient 
of 330), 

"The cooling system on this vehicle ie 
most satisfactory in all kinde of 
weather &nd sete of conditione." 

"These motors will start while vehicle ie 
parked at any safe angle." 

EXCERPTS FROM INTERIM REPORT #7 JUNE 30, 
1942 — CAMP BORDEN 

"Suspension teste were carried out over 
course No,1 (hard emooth road) at 
speeds from 5 to 15 m.p.h. and, ae a 
result of these conditions, no criticiem 
can be made.. 

"Suspeneion system in these tanke ie conei- 
dered sstiefactory." 

"Starter operated succeeefully in every 
position," 

"A water crossing 75' wide and 34" deep 
at ite deepest point wae forded without 
difficulty." 

REFERENCES 

Valentine VI and VII - Inetruction Book 1942. 

Valentine VI and VII - Illustrated Parts List 
August 1942. 

Valentine VII - Illustrated Parts List 
November 1942, 

Data Book - Tank Type Vehicles of 
Canadian Manufacture, 
January 1 
tion number M&S 1877. 

— Series * " 
M.S. - 3-4-1, 2 , Y, ete. 

D.N.D. > Pas’ 3 -1 

D.M.8. e D. A.D. Photo. Files Nos. T-1,T-2. 

D.T.D. Field Trial Reports: 

Report No. 400 - Hylaetic Manganese Type 
Tracks for Valentine Tanke. 

Report No. 466 - Canadian Tracks for 
Valentine, 

Report No. 475 - Birlec Treated Track for 
Valentine. 

Report No. zm - Auxiliary Fuel Tank, 
11 Smoke Emitters and Rota- 

trailer Towing Attachment 
fitted to Valentine, 

944 - Publica- 

EXCERPT FROM REPORT ON TANK PERFORMANCE 
DURING ARMY WEEK CONVCY - JUNE 30 - 
JULY 5, 1942. CAMP BORDEN (Our File 

"The four (4) Valentine tanke used on this 
convoy were found very reliable in their 
performance and operation." 

EXCERPTS FROM INTERIM REPORT NO, 5 - JUNE 

6. 1952. - CAMP BORDEM ee 
- CAMP BORDEN 

"This vehicle is essentially fitted for 
tactical employment," 

EXCERPT FROM LETTER FROM THE SOVIET GOVERN- 
MENT PURCHASING COMMISSION IN THE U.S.A. 
1255 - 16TH STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C., 

ST 29, 192, (SIGNED BY A.I, BELYAEV, 
MAJOR-G CHAIRMAN 

" I wieh to request that you increase the 
number of tankes Mk.7, Valentine, апа 
Spare Parte for same, to be shipped 
to the U.&.S.R., ase there tanks have 
given a fine performance in combat 
action," 

Report No, 529 - Flexible O11 Pipee on 
alentine with G.M, Engine. 

Report No. 636 - Track Pine Chrome 
Molybdneum "Tocco" for 
Valentine Tanks. 

A.E.D.B. - Report on Cold Weather Test 
of Armoured Fighting Vehicles, 
Conducted at Ka skasing, 1942. 
(Tanks and M/T Li 7.2 
AFV - I.B.U.K. & C. 

A.E.D.B, - Report on Cold Weather Teste, 
Conducted at Camp Shilo, Man- 
itoba, Winter Season 1942-43, 
Part IX of seven volumes. 
(Tank. and M/T Library 

Ref.1 TST). 
(I.B.U.K. & C.) 

Design C Instructione. 
Valentine nks D.C.I. No. 1 to D.C.I. 
No. 216. 

Design Deviation Permits. 
у T Tanks D.D.P. No, 1 to D.D.P. 

No. ° 

Design C Requests. 
Valentine Tanks D.C.R. No. 1 to D.C.R. 
No. 342. 

Production Orders. 

C.D. - L.V., 67 - 30 

S/M. - 1021 - 1390 

Approx. Price per unit - less 
equipment supplied by Ordnance $50,000. 



TANK, CRUISER, RAM 



The Ram Tank ie а мей! цт or Cruiser Tank 
for use in armoured -cbile formatione. Its 
prime role is to exploit “treak through". 

Basic tectical features - 

Medium to Figh epeed (25 m.p.h.) 
"ediun Armour (24"-3" frontal) 
6 Fr. Gun with coaxial 30 Cal. M.G. 
369” turret 
Bow M.G. 1n ball mounting 
5 Man Grew 

Its mechanical features include 9-cyl. 
air-cooled radial, 400 HP engine, driving 
through conventional clutch and propeller 
ehaft to a front 5-speed eynchro-mesh gear 
box. Final drive is through a controlled 
differential eteering tranemiesion to front 
sprockets. The track is of the rubber buehed 
type with rubber or steel blocks. The Can- 
adian Dry track, later developed, is inter- 
changeable with the rubber bushed type, pro- 
viding a corresponding change of sprocket is 
made, The lower hull is rolled plate rivett- 
ed, while the upper hull and turret are each 
one-piece armoured steel castings. 

The vehicle wae in production at the 
Vontreal Locomotive Worke, Tank Areenel from 
the fall of 1941 until the summer of 1947 
and a total of 1949 vehiclee were produced, 

The overall desipn wee developed in Can- 
ada to incorporate the best United States, 
British and Canadian ideas of the time i.e. 
U.S. engine and power train (гє used in M7), 
new cast upper hull and 360% cast turret, 
mounting main armament and W/T Set. 

This involved new besic deeign for tur- 
ret, upper hull, gun mounting, elevating 
gear, vision arrangemente and etowage also 
modificetione of controle, eeating, elec- 
trical equipment, etc, 

A limited number of vehicles меге 
equipped with a 2 Pr. gun,ehoulder-control, 
using a mount edepted from the Valentire 
Tank. Thie was an expedient adopted ғо 
that vehicles could te produced in advance 
of the availability of the É Pr. gun mount 
and elevating gear. This vereion is krcwn 
ee the Ram I, With the inetellation of the 
€ Pr. gun, the vericle was known as the 
Ran II, 

The Trawire Office work was carried out 
at the Yontreal Locomctive Worke, with ad- 
vice and asristence from the Pritieh and 
Canadian Army Staffe, and cartire experte 
from the General Steel Cestinge Company. De- 
eign was directed by the Army Engineering 
Design Franch, 

Hull and Turret caeting design, while 
major, wae feirly etraightforwerd end made 
use of the exieting U.S. M-3 turret ring. 

The turret ceeign incorporated a remov- 
able front adapter plate to allow flexibil- 
ity in the type or eize of mein gun and 
mounting, 

Some difficulty was encountered in the 
re-errangement of the M3 driver's controle 
necessitated by the poeitioning of the 
driver'e seat оп the floor of the vehicle 
to allow low overall height. 

A U.K.design vith drawings for the 6 Pr, 
Mounting, Elevating Gear and Firing Mechan- 
18 failed to materialize age expected, and 
it was necessary to do thie major job of de- 
eign in Canada and working egainet time. 

Similerily, the adeption of the turret 
traverse mechaniem, basically designed for 
the U.S. M3 Tark, introduced complications, 

Final design of vision devices,their num- 
ber and location, ventilation,lighting,crew 
eccommodation end equipment was made more 
difficult through the lack of available per- 
sonnel with combat experience in tanks. Re- 
porte cf actual actions were meagre and opin- 
lone were conflicting. 

Determinetion of the equipment ‘tems, 
their proper location and method of securing 
vag a etudy in itself which had to be com¬ 
pleted tefore vehiclee could be delivered. 

During production, a great number of de- 
eign changes, Loth major erd minor were in- 
troduced to keep pace with mechanical develop 
mente in tre United Statee ard in reeponee to 
User and production requirements. The € Pr. 
gun replaced the 2 Fr.; the Gyro Stabilizer 
wes added; the C2 engine was replaced by 
the Cl for greater reliability and lower 
octane requirements;eplash proofing was im- 
proved; turret ventiletion provided; the co- 
driver's cupola replaced by an integral 
housing; eide escape doors were removed and 
locr escape hetch nrovided; pietol ports 

were also improved; stowage was corpletely 
re-arrenged to provide armoured bine for the 
ammunition. This involved  re-location of 
the batteriee and complete re-arrargement of 
tre electrical componente, 

A new tank arsenal was built anc tooled 
to produce thie vehicle. 

Although some assistance was given the 
contractor by the American Locomotive Works, 
who were concurrently building M-3 tanks in 
the United Statee, innumerable production 
difficulties were encountered. This was due 
to inexperience of the personnel, the want 
of correlation of component deliveries from 
the United States and Canada, and demand for 
design changee as early vehicles came into 
the hands of the User. 

The Ram tanke performed a very useful 
furction. They provided аскпом1едғей 1псеп- 
tive for the design and production of the 
П.Е, МШ Sherman Tarke, a reserve for the ðe- 
fence of Britain end training vehicles for 
Canadian Armoured Troops in Canada and the 
United Kingdom. Various modifications of 
thie tank ueed in action with notable suc- 
cees are ae follows: 

RAM - Commend and Cbservation Post 

RAM ARV - Armoured Recovery Vehicle 

RAM AVRE - Armoureå Vehicle Soyal 
Ergineers 

RAM += Armoured Ammunition .Carrier 

RAM - Armoured Personnel Carrier - 
(Kangaroo) 

RAM - 17 Pounder Tower 

RAM - Flame Thrower (Wasp Equipment). 



PRODUCED BY - 

PRODUCTION 
Commenced = 
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VEHICLES 
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BRIDGE 
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TRAVERSE É 
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MINIMUM TURNING 
RADIUS 

TANK. CRUISER. RAM 

Tactical Data 

Montreal Locomotive Worke, ARMAMENT 

Tank Areenal, Yontreal 

1941 1983 
1949 RAMI’ 50 

RAM II 1899 

(2-Pr. ) 
(6-Pr.) 

RAM I 
RAM II 

Medium or Cruleer. 

30 

5 - Driver, Co-Driver, 
Gunner, Loader, 
Commender. 

Не 
3% = 21" 

1" 

\ e 2" 

". 18" ali- a 
front) 

і. rear) 

Turret - Front 
Fear 
Side 
Top 

Hull - Front 
Reer 
Sıde 
Top 
Bottom 

One-piece armour eteel casting. 
" Ring. 

Hatch with two-piece cover, SIGHTING 

. latch anê lock. 
Hatch ring Сог А.А. gun mount, 

Pietol port (right side) 

° Hand or power. 
nsport Hydraulic type. 

Electric drive from vehicle 
— — and batteries. 
ontrol by throttling valves 

in preesure circuit. 

PROTECTED 
VISION 

Coaxial ° 
Elevation 20 ^ 
Depreesion - RAM I 10, 

- RAMII 7b — 
RAM I. Elevation by shoulder 
control with hend operated 
remote control pietol grips 
for firing. 

Interior Vantlet. 
ВАМ ІІ, Geared elevation with 

Gyro Stabilizer, or hand. 
Mechanical foot firing.Later 

modele, electric foot firing. 
Interior Mantlet, 

Bow (left) 
Cupola Hatch RAM I & RAM II 

earlier modele. o 
Elevation (by hand) “° 
Depreesion 

or 
Ball and socket mount,in front 

RAM II later models. 

Turret Hatch, A.A.Bracket gount 
Elevation (by hend) o 
Depression 7% 

COMPASS 

LIGHTING 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

RAM I 
Ordnance 9.Р.2-РГ.МК.ІХ ог Х 

(171.ras.) 
Browning cal. .20 M.G. M1919A4 

(4275 rds. ) 
1 mounted coaxially in turret. 
1 mounted in Cupola Hatch, 

‘ Free traverse 120%, 50° R. 
1 (AA) for mounting in turret 

hatch ring. (440 rds. 110 rd. 
reels) 

Thompson cal, .Щ5 8.М.09. гёе,) 
2 (carried, not mounted 

Bomb Thrower 2" Mk.I Smoke(44 rig) 
Signal Pistol 1" (20 cartridges) 
Hand Grenadee No.36 Mk.I (6 rds.) 

- RAM II 
Ordnance Q.F.6-Pr.Vk.III or V 

Browni l. .30 4.6 — owning cal. .30 M.G. 
(4000 rds.) 

1 mounted coaxially in turret 
1 (flexible type) in ball and 

socket mount, left bow - with 
elimination of cupola, 

1 (AA) for mounting in turret 
hatoh ring ( e.110 rd,reels) 
Free traverse 350”. 

Thompson cal, .45 8.0.0. (440 rde.) 
2 (carried, not mounted) 

Bomb Thrower 2" Mk.I Smoke(43 rde.) 
Signal Pistol 1" (20 cartridges) 
Hand Grenades No. 36 Mk.I (6 råe.) 

Free traverse 360°. 

RAM I 
С. No; 23 Direct Sighting Telescope 

enna 1.9 
RAM I 
C. No. 39 Direct Sighting Telescope 

Magnification 1.9 

- RAM I 
a In side doors. 

Rotor with protectoscope for 
driver and co-driver, 

Periscopes. Vickers Type. 
2 in -Commander & Gunner 
1 in Hull +Driver 

RAM II 
Protectoscopes. Only driver's pro- 

tectoscope in later vehicles. 
Periscopes. Vickers Type. 

1 іп Turret ~ Commander 
2 1n Hull - Driver 4 Co-Driver 

COMMUNICATION - No. 19 Wirless Set with intercom- 
munication to all crew members. 

- Pioneer 1826 or 1429 or 1830. 

- Interior, Festoon lamps with In- 

spection lamp. Earlier vehicles- 
Wheat lamp. 

Exterior, 2 Heedlamps 
2 Tail lamps and Convoy. 

- In hull floor. 

Net = to prose weight ratio SPEED, MAXI:‘UM - 25 m.p.h. 

RAM 12.5 B.H.P. per | 
short ton TRENCH CROSSING ABILITY - 1" 5" 

RAM II 12.3 VERTICAL OBSTACLE CLIMBTNO - 24" (max.) 

RAM I 354 p.£.1. 
RAM II 13,1 р.в.1. FORDING DEPTH - At slow speed - ЦО" 

17" CRUISING RANGE - Hi 144 miles-8 

Theoretical in let, gear. 

35° Ascending 
359 - ho? Descending 

OIL CONSUMPTION 

A' 

FUEL. CONSUMPTION 

miles 6 18 m.p.h. 

.90 m.p.E. 

1.65 q.p.h. 



LADEN WEIGHT ~ RAM I 64,000 15е. 
AS RAM II 6C5.CCO 1bs. 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS - 
2 19! о“ 

¥1 RAM 1 - 9! P 
RAM II - 9' 10*-with door&vent 

- 9' 6" -with vent 
(no door) 

- 9'1" -with bulge, 
later vehicles 

Height - 5! 94 

CENTRE OF GRAVITY - 49". (from ground) 

ENGINE 
Location At rear 
Make Continental Motrs Corp. 

R975-EC2 
R975-EC2 or R975-Cl 

(later vehicles) 
Static Radial air 
cooled l-cycle petrol 

cim Peak Gross B.H.P. - @ 2400 r.p.m. 
Torque - Мах. - 890 ft/lbes.91800r.p.m. 
Lubricstion - Engine oil tank cap- 

acity 30 ats. 
011 drawn from oil tank by gear type ргеве- 
ure pump, divided into two sections - а 
se te preesure pump deliverin?z oil to 
all bearinge and parte, ard 8 ecavenge 
pump returning the 011 from the витр 
through 011 filter to oil cooler апа 011 
tank, The o11 pump incorporates a prese- 
ure relief valve. 

Model RAM I 
RAM II 

Type 

Ignition . - Two magnetos (ScintMa- 
Bendix or Bosch Type) 

Priming Pump - To facilitate start- 
ing engine 

Air Cleaners - Type - O11 bath 
Number - two. One at 
right and one at 
left, rear engine 
conpartment. 

COOLING SYSTEM - Type - Air-cooled. 
ducte formed on-engine by baff- 

les bolted around and between each cylin- 
der and cylinder head. A shroud forme а 
further duct for the inlet of air through 
the grill. 

Method - Fan mounted on engine fly-wheel ro- 
tatee in the shroud, drawing air through 
a grill in top upper hull end forcing it 
between and around the finned cylinders 
of the engine. The warm air passes 
through beffles and diecherpes above en- 
gine door at rear of vehicle. 

FUEL SYSTEM 
Type - Petrol. Commercial Motor Fuel, 

- RAM I 91 octane rating or better 
- PAM11 EO octane rating or beter 

Tank Capacity - Totel - 14€ gallone 
Four fuel tanks, each having separate 
ehut-off valve. 

Location - Two V-tanks front corner engine 
compartment. Two H-tanks on each sponeon 
in engine compartment. 

Feed - Fuel flows from the tanke to central 
header, drawn through strainer by fuel 
reesure pump to carburetor, Exceee fuel 
-pnaesed through relief valve and return 

ed to header, separate two-gallon fuel 
tank for auxiliary generator is located 
in neon. 

Fuel Cut-Off - Fuel can be'cut off elec- 
trically at the carburetor by means of а 
toggle type switch on inetrument panel. 

CLUTCH 
Make RAM I - Borg-Warner 

РА 19 RAM II- Borg-Warner, & Lipe 
(on later vehicles) 

Type - disc, built into engine fly- 
wheel. ssure epringe exert full presse- 
ure "e clutch plates. 
Borg-Warner Clutch. 3 Discs,2 Drive plates 

16", enclosed pressure 
springs. 
2 Disce, 1 Drive plate 
16", open type preee- 
ure sorings. 

Method - Depreseing clutch pedal compresses 
epringe and frees engine power from pro- 
peller shaft. Releasing clutch pedal 
tranemite power through propeller shaft 
to input shaft of gear box. 

Lipe Clutch 

GEAR BOX - 
- Synchromesh 

Ratio - Firet gear - 7.56 : 1 
Second gear - 3,11 : 1 
Third gear - 1.79 : 1 
Fourth gear - 1.11 : 1 
Fifth gear - .73 : 1 
Reverse gear - 5, : 1 

Lubrication - O11 circulated by small pump 
built into the tranemiseion case. 

RAM II provided with o11 cooler. The oil 
being drawn from tranemiesion ard differen- 
tial sumpe passes to oil cooler at rear of 
fighting compartment, returning totransmise- 
ion and differential cases to lubricate the 
gears and bearings. 

STEERING AND FINAL DRIVE - 
ype - Controlled Differential 

Ratio Bevel Geer - 3,53 1 1 
At Sprocket - 9.88 : 1 

STEERING CLUTCHES - 
ocation - One each side of bevel drive 

Type. - Controlled Differential 
neorporated in the controlled differential, 

on each side, ie the eteering device, each 
of which coneiete of a brake drum and brake 
ehoe, actuated by a lever. When the speed 
of one brake drum ie reduced by pressure of 
shoes, the epeed of other is increased, 

Driver's seet on night of transmission. 

STEERING BRAKES - 
Fand type controlled by eteering levers 
Parking brake - Tranemiseion type 

SPROCKETS 
Locetion - At front 
Number - Two twin driving eprockete 

(interchangeable 
The twin driving sprockete are bolted on 
each end of the detachable hub assemblies 
of the final drive shafts. 

Standard C.D.P. 
Diameter E 5% zu 
Number of teeth 1 17 

(Teeth engege end (Teeth mesh 
connectors of on outboard 
track shoee) luge of track) 

TRACKS 
“Туре (TS4E1,TU9, A.S.F.) C.D.P. 
No, ehoes per strand 103 
Tread(centre to centre) 61! gi 
Width of track . 763" 153" 
Length of track(ground) 147 147% 

SUSPENSION - 
ype - Vertical volute springe., 

Suepeneion brackete tolted to lower hull bot tom 
and eide plates provide upper «eate for the 
volute eprings to react on the bogie wheel 
lever arme and rubber-tired bogie wheels 
which run on the track. 

Number - 3 bogie or suspension assemblies on 
each eide of vehicle, 2 volute springs in 
each aseembly. 

Diameter of bogie wheels - 16" 
RAM II - Improved suspeneion units with 

stronger volute epringe and offeet 
top rollere in later vehicles, 

TOP ROLLERS - 
umter - One on each bogie assembly to su 
port the upper (returning) portion of track, 

Location - MI Cn bracket bolted in seats 
top of bogie frame. 

RAM II (later vehiclee) Roller 
bracket assembly bolted to 
rear eide of each bogie 
frame, the bracket having a 
spacer for the roller bear- 
ing. A treck skid is bolt- 
ed on top of the bogie frame, 

TRACK ADJUSTING IDLER - 
ype - Stee er wheels, 22" diameter, eccen- 
trically mounted on each eide of vehicle, at 
the rear. 

Adjustment - Py turning hexegon end of spindle 
sheft, after spreading split housing a 
4riving collar off serratione of spindle. 

RAM PAGE 3 



MECHANICAL DATA (cont'd. ) 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - 
о yetem 

Battery - Two 12 volt, 168 ampere hour 
storage batteries. 

Generator - Main. 30-volt, 50 ampere, 
driven from main engine. 
Auxiliery 2-cycle, single cylinder,air 
cooled petrol engine, 30-volt, 50 amp- 
ere, Homelite Model H.R.H., equipped 
with blower and duct containing heater 
element, between the unit and engine 
compartment. 

Both generators have control boxes with 
voltage regulator, current limiter and 
reverse current relay with generator 
filter to reduce redio interference. 

Starter -Direct electric etarter, Eclipse 
type 817-1A, with hand attachment. 
Starter eolenoid ewitch, Eclipse type 

Fuel cut-off solenoid, Eclipse type 500-15-A, 
si m by & toggle switch on instrument 
panel. 

Traveree Motor - Electric motor mounted on 
floor of turret basket, directly connected 
to preerte pumo for the power traversing 
system. 

RAM II (later vehicles) - Auxiliary Generator, 
Homelite Model H.R.U.H. volt, 50 ampere 
AARON heating element), replaces Model 

Power for the oil pump of the gyro stabilizer 
unit ie eupplied from the eame electric 
motor that drives the hydraulic pump for the 
power traversing system. 

Klixon Circuit Breakers replace all fuses in 
later vehicles, 

MAJOR CHANGES INTRODUCED DURING PRODUCTION 

Side doors in hull eliminated. 

Pistol porte in turret replaced doors; 
Later eliminated. 

Rear opening in turret caeting elimin- 
ated, 

Escape hatch provided in floor of hull. 

Improved suepension unite with stronger 
voluted eprirge & offeet top rollere. 

Elimineted : cupola (left bow) to im- 
prove contour. 

Improved clutch (Lipe). 

Trenemiceion 011 cooler, 

New engine oil cooler (improved control). 

Continental engire R975-C1 adopted, with 
compression ratio to operate on 
80 octane motor fuel, 

Conversion of engire priming eyetem from 5-cyl- 
irder to 7-cylinder, 

New type Air Cleaners. 

New mufflers. 

Improved Logansport Traveree control, 

Pioneer Compaes located in turret. 

6-Pr, recoil syetem improved. 

Exheust fan in turret, 

Armoured 6—Pr., Ammunition reck. 

Batteriee moved from hull floor to eponson 
plete. 

Redeeign of Instrument Panel. 

Methyl Bromide fire extinguishers introduced. 

U.S. PROTOTYPE FOR CANADIAN BUILT RAM 
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THREE-QUARTER LEFT FRONT 
VIEW - Showing tool box on left 
track guard, bow gun, 6-Pr. 

elevated,-Driver's indirect vision 
door and rotor in closed position and 

driver's and co-driver's periscopes. 

REAR VIEW - Showing machine 
in stowed position on turret, er 
compartment doors closed and 

bushed WE 210 type track 

REE-QUARTER RIGHT FRONT 
EW -Showing driver's indirect 
‘ision door and rotor open. 

-driver's compartment hatch 
ien, and rubber bushed T54EHl 

type track. 

RIGHT SIDE VIEW -Showing driver's 
indirect vision door and rotor in the 
raised position, pistol port on side of 

cast armour turret and tool box on 
track guard. 
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PLAN VIEW - Showing driver's compartment hatch, turret hatch, periscopes & 
stowage arrangement of towing cable, tarpaulin, camouflage net $ ancillary equipment. 

ONT VIEW- (early type hull)-Showing cupola type 

w gun mounting (Cupola later replaced by ball and 
socket type mounting) 

RIGHT SIDE VIEW - (early type)- Showing utility door in side of hull, pistol port and 

protectoscope on side of turret. (C.D.P. track and matching sprocket shown installed.) 
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RAM II-MODIFIED AS ARMOURED RECOVERY VEHICLE 

Used for recovery of bogged vehicles also to recover 

casualties out of range that are to be returned for repair. 

Vehicle shown is fully stowed. 

RAM I-MODIFIED AS ARMOURED PERSONNEL CARRIER (KANGAROO) 

Used as armed personnel carrier to carry infantry forward for the 

assault; carries eleven men in battle order besides crew; has tow hook 

installed and can be used alternatively as a gun tower. 
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Š ACCELERATOR 
*— FOOT - PEDAL BRAKE 

FRAME OF 
DRIVER'S SEAT 

CONTROLS- DRIVER'S COMPARTMENT 

6 Pr. .30 CAL. BROWNING BOMB THROWER 

BOMBS , SMOKE 

GUNNER'S PA m | 6 Pr. ANCILLARY STORES 
SEAT i 19 

TOOLS AND SPARES 

HAND FOR THOMPSON CARBINES 
GRENADES AND BOMB THROWER 

COMMANDER'S GUN LOADER’S 
SEAT SEAT 

THOMPSON 
MACHINE 
CARBINE 

CARTRIDGES 6 Pr. 
О.Р. А.Р, SHELL 

THOMPSON M, G. MAGAZINES 
ND CARTRIDGES , BALL,.45 CAL. 

ARMAMENT ARRANGEMENT IN TURRET 
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.30 CAL. BROWNING BOMB THROWER 

BOMBS , SMOKE 

KEYS FOR REMOVING SPARE STRIKER CASE ET» d үч 
АМО ВОХ JAMMED CARTRIDGES 

GUNNER'S 6 Pr. ANCILLARY STORES 

SEAT \ 

TOOLS AND SPARES 
FOR THOMPSON CARBINES HAND R 1 

AND BOMB THROWER GRENADES 

COMMANDER'S GUN LOADER'S 
SEAT SEAT 

THOMPSON CARTRIDGES 6 Pr. 
MACHINE Q.F. A.P, SHELL 
CARBINE 

THOMPSON M.G. MAGAZINES 
ND CARTRIDGES , BALL,.45 CAL. 



USER COMMENTS 

EXCERPT FROM D.D.E.M.LETTER MST/ARM. VEH/28/2 
17 AUGUST, 1942 - (OUR FILZ 77-5-26) 

"Ram I Tanke have recently undergone ex- 
teneive eervice during firing training 
in Walee. 
(July 1 - Aug. 4 1942)." 

“On the whole, the Rants were found to be 
quite dependable and and rave no ser- 
fous trouble, etc." 

EXCERPT FROM AIRL 409(D.D.£.M.) 25, MARCH 1943 
MINUTES OF 24TH MEETING CANADIAN A,D.V.USERS 
COMMITTEE - (OUR FILE 141-53- 

RAM AS ARMOURED PERSONNEL CARRIER - _ 
(KANGAROOS) 

"These in use in 2let Army Group, and 
have come to etay. 75 mm. gun inetelled 
іп Ram Tank No. CT159505 - most satis- 
factory." 

REFERENCES 

5.7.D. Specification No, О.А. 212. 

Ram I & II Instruction Book, Mey 1942, 

Ram II Inetruction Rook, April 1943, 

Ram II Illustrated Parte List, January 1943. 

Data Book - Tank Type Vericlee of Canadian 
Manufacture, January 1944 - Pub- 
lication number M&S 1877. 

Files Series 4 
р.М.8. 73-5-1, 2, 3, 4, ete. 
D.N.D. Н.6.8. 3352-11 
D.R.9. D.A.D. Photo.Files Nos.T3,T4,T5, 

D.T.D. Field Trial Reports: 

Report No. 474 - Air Cleaner Inteke 
on 4,3 Medium Tanke. 

Report No, 476 - Ram I Acceptance Trial. 

Report No, 489 - Lifting Eye Platee, 
Ram I and II Tenks. 

Report No. 564 - Modified Air Intake 
and Exit Louvree, Ram I, 

Report No. 5&2 - Petrol Filters, Rem I 
and II Tanks. 

Report No. 591 - Tranemiesion 011 Cocl- 
ers, 34,3 Medium Tanks. 

Report No. 715 - Ram 11, 6 feet Wading, 
Air Tntake and Turret Ring 
Sealing. 

Report No. 1218/5 - Towing Triale 17 Pr. 
Anti-Tank Gun Towed by Ram II, 

Report No. 1591 - бані зай Performance 
of Ran IT before Conversion tc 
Armoured Recovery Vehicle. 

чш иш Instructions. 
I and II D.C.I. No.1 to D.C.I.No.420 

Design Deviation Permits. 
I and II D.D.P. No.1 to D.D.P.No.118 

Design Cha Requests. 
5 І and II D.C.R. No.1 to D.C.R. No: 576 

21 ARMY GROUP A.F.V. TECHNICAL REPORT 
NO. - APRIL 

RAM FITTED WITH. WASP II FLT. EQUIPMENT 

GENERAL USE 

"In the capt ıre of the etrongpoint 
at Minnethal, an entire German para- 
chute battalion is eaid to have been 
wiped out by these vehicles, Their 
medical officer ie reported to have 
stated that the casualties were of the 
order of e out cf an original strength 
of 500. he flame crews etated tha 
after one shot of flame, complete con- 
fusion and panic occurred and that a 
quick fcllow-up with machine pun fire 
completed the demoralization." 

A.E.D.B. Experimental Engineering Reports: 

E. 124 - Smoke Eniesion Trials. 

E. 132 - 0.D.P. Track Pinning Methods. 

E. 133 - Domco Track (Dominion Rubber 
Company ) 

E. 174 - Removal of 6-Pr. Gun fron Tank. 

E. 137 - Evans Hester Installation. 

. 144 - Solenoid Bracket for £-Pr, and 
Browning M.G, 

. 158 - Dead Man Switch, 

167 - C.D.P. Track on Test. 

213 - Bogie Wheel Tire Test, 

224 - Life Service Bogie Tires. 

. 227 - R.975 - Cl Engine, 
O11 Consumption, 

Turret lubrication. 

е ғ . - r2 N E N ON wo і і Dominion "Soft Black" Tires 
with C.D.P. Tracks. 

гә ғ ~ і Overeize Goodyear Porie Tire. 

Ў 
C.D.P. Track Peening. 

. . 

ro ro ro own PI TN mu 2 

' 

8 British Type Towing Hook, 

Gradability, on 20% Clay. 

四 тм и тышы tw 

5 
314 - Rear Smoke Emitters Perform- 

ance, (Stewart-Warner). 

E. 387 - Reliability of C.D.P. Track 
Pins Inepected by Dr. Drury. 

E. 348 - Solenoid Firing Gear 6-Pr. 
and M.G. 

E. 369 - Track Adjustment 

E. 390 - Pilot Models, Rear Smoke 
Emitters. 



REFEFENSES (cont'd. ) 

A.E.D.B. - Report on Cold Weather Test of 
Armoured Fighting Vehicles, Con- 
ducted at Kanuckeazing, 1942. 
(Tenks and Y/T Litrary Ref.ı AFV),. 

(I.8.U.K &C) 
A.E.D.B. - Report on Cold Weather Tests, Con- 

@ucted at Cemp Shilo, Manitoba, 
Winter Seescn 1942-43, PartIX of 
sever volumes. 
(Tenks end M/T Librery Ref.1 TST). 

(1.B.U.K. & C.) 
Firing Trial Report. 

Proof Test No. V.309 - Valcartier Artill- 
ery Report of Firing Triale 
Against Rer II Tank. 
February 1943. 

D.T.D. Bogie Teste conducted by the Canadian 
Proving Ground Detachment at Camp Seeley, 
California and Phoenix, Arizona, 1944: 

(D.M.S. File No. 141-50-44), 

20x9x16 Synthetic Bogie Tests on Ram II Tanke. 

20x9x16 Rubber Borie Test on e Rem II Tenk. 

20x9x16 Synthetic Bogie Test on a Ram II 
Tank, equipped with T-51 Synthetic 
Track, 

RAM II, 6 Feet Wading Instructions, I.F.V. 
let. Edition, June 1943, 

RAM II, Fording Teet Report made at 
Alliston - | 
(D.N.D.File No, С.А.С, (Е) 1-А) 

D.V.A. Reporte: 

Project D.V.A, 6 - 246 

Project D.V.A. 6 - 246B 

Project D.V.A, € - 382 - 1 

6 443 апа ЦІ, Project D.V.A. 

Froduction Orders: 

C.D. - L.V. 283 50 

L.V. 283 1107 

L.V. 558 792 

Approx. Price per unit - less 
equipment supplied by Ordnance $60,000. 
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TANK, CRUISER, GRIZZLY 

The Grizzly ie the Canadian vereion of 
the U.S. Medium Tank M4Al "Sherman", which 
represented the moet modern end succegeful 
medium tank available to the allies in World 
Wer II and can be considered the etandard 
medium tank of the 1943 - 1945 period. 

A number of variations of the Sherman 
Tank was built in the United Statee. The 
Grizzly іс Бегей сп the M4Al ceriee,and diff- 
ers little. from it in деєїрп and detail 
features. 

The Grizzly was produced at the Tank 
Areenal, Montreal Locomotive Worke during 
1943, and in all, 188 vehlclee were built. 

Current U.S.Ordnance designe were accept- 
ed almost in toto to cover Canadian produc- 
tion. Certain reviecions were neceecary, how- 
ever, such as installing the two inch Smoke 
Mortar, the #19 Wireleee Set and other items. 
of equipment and stowage to conform with 
British and Canedian standards. 

The tactical features of the Grizzly in- 
clude a 75 mm. gun with a coexially mount- 
ed .30 calibre Browning, in a roomy caet 
turret with oillgear power traveree and gyro 
etabilizer for mobile action, also an azimuth 
indicator and clinometer for indirect fire 
It has both ¿direct sighting telescope and a 
periscopic eight. Armour piercing high ex- 
plosive and smoke ehelle can be fired, А 
two inch emoke mortar is mounted in the 
turret. 

_ The armour was found to provide reason- 
eble protection srainet 75 mm, guns in 
eneny vehicles but inadeouate sgainet larger 
calibre anti-tank. gune particularly at the 
ehorter ranpee erccuntered in North Weet 
Europe. 

A #19 Wirelese set is carried in the tur- 
ret bulge with intercommunicetion to the 5 
crew members. An adequate number of Minneap- 
colis Honeywell periscopes provide indirect 
vision for each member of the crew with 
hatches cloeed. With hatches open the driver 
and co-driver, with their seate in a "raised" 

completely — their heads, 
nly one tur- 

position, 
obtain excellent direct vision. 
ret hatch wae provided on the Grizzly. 

There are no mechanical differences 
from the M4Al Sherman which has a cast 
hull, @ radial, air-cooled petrol engine 
Griving through а synchro-mech E speed 
gesrbox and a controlled differential in 
front sprockets. Suspensione were vertical 
and both the éry pin type and the steel} 
rubber buehed type tracke were ured, 

The Grizzly hee a left hand drive which 
1s contrary to all other Canadian and 
Britieh tank type vehicles with the excep- 
tion of the "Skink" which conforms to the 
Grizzly design, apart from the turret. This 
vehicle hes proved to have excellent mech- 
enical reliability. 

All Grizzly tenke were built in Canada 
at the Tank Arsenal of the Montreal Locomo- 
tive Works, production starting in August 
1943 and being completed about the end of 
that year, 

Inasmuch ee the current U.S. Ordnance 
drawings and epecificatione were followed 
almost completely, few basic design prob- 
lems aroee in Caneda bevond those necess- 
ary to install the 2 inch emoke mortar, the 
#19 wirelees and other items of equipment 
and etowage to conform with Britieh and 
Canedian etanderds, 

Similarily, ae the vehicle was being 
produced in quantity in the United States, 
few new production problems aroee beyond the 
difficulty in arranging to have Canadian ve- 
hicles include the latest U.S, design mod1f1- 
catione. 

While it had been po to build 
large quantities of the Grizzly tanke in 
Caneda, orders were cut back wher it became 
apparent thet the supply of Shermans from 
0.5. areenale would be eufficient for all 
requirements. 

Of the tenks produced in Canada some 
were retained for training and some were 
allocated to British forces, 



SERIES 

TYPE 

BRIDGE. FICATION. 
CREW - 

ARYOUR - 

i 

POVER/VEIGET - 

GROUND PRESSURE - 1 .2.1, SECUND PRESSURE (242 р.в 

GROUND GUEAR AIDE- E 

GRADAPILITY 

TURNING 
SEU - 3 

Tactical Data 

Montreal Locomotive Worke ARMAMENT 
Tank Arsenal, Montreal. | 

Latter half of 194 
End of 1943 2 

188 

Grizzly I 

Medium Tenk for offeneive 
combat 

й SIGHTING 
5 - Driver, Co-driver, Gunner, 

Loader, Commander. 

Turret "2m - y PROTECTED 
Rear - 2" VISION 
Side - 2" 
Top we q 

Hull  - Front - 2" 
Rear - 1$" - 1" 
Side - 2 - 1$" 
Top - 2" -1 
Bottom - 1: (front) 

- 8" (reer ) 

‘One-piece armour steel casting. 
9" Ring. 

Hatch with two-piece cover, 
latch and lock. COMMUNICATION 

Hatch ring for А.А. gun mount. 7 
Pistol port (left ei 

260% Hand or power. COMPASS 
Oilgear hydraulic type. — 
Electric drive from vehicle 
generator and batteries. 

Control by throttle valves in 
preesure circuit, LIGHTING 

Coaxial. 
Elevation 25° Derrersion 12° 

Exterior mantlet, 
Geared elevation with gyro 
etabilizer, or hend. 
Electric foot firing. 

Bow (right) Bell and socket mount ESCAPE HATCH 

Turret Hetch, A.A. Bracket mount 
on turret hatch ring. 

PERFORMANCE А 

Net paver to se wei 4 ratio 
11.9 B.H.P. pår short de 

ц р.в.1. C.D.P. track) 

VERTI 
18 5/16" (with Bene nie 

OBS 

-- Gun, . ` 

- nen a ae a 

1 mounted coaxial] in turret 
1 (flexible type & socket 
mount (right bow 

- Browning,cal. .50 M.0. “nem 
(300 rds.) 

1 (A.A.) for mounting in x. 
es ring - free traverse 

- Thompson, cal, .45 8,М,0, 
1 carried, not mounted 

- Bomb Thrower 2" Mk.I Smoke(43 rds.) 
- Signal Pietol 1" "20 cartridges 

9A. 
гав.) 

- МТОР (U.S.A.) Direct Sighting 
Telescope. 
Vagn1ftoat1on 3,0, 

- Periecope 
1 - U.8.0.-M6-Commander 

(Barros Hatch) 
1 - U,3.0, - МЦ with Telescope 

M36 - Gunner (Turret) 
1 - U,8.0, - - Gun Losder 

(Turret) 
2 - U.8.0. - М6 - Driver апа 

Co-Driver (Direct Palm Slot) 
2 = 0.8.0. - - Driver and 

Co-Driver (Hatches ) 

- No. 19 W/8 with I.C. amplifier 

- Pioneer Type 1829 

- Interior, Dome Lamps with 
Inspection lamp. 

Exterior, : Heedlamps 
Tail lamps 

1 Blackout lamp 

- In hull floor. 

SPEED, MAXIMUM - 19.3 m.p.h. 

TRENCH CROSSING ABILITY - 7' 5" 

- 18" 

- Theoretical in lst gear - FORDING DEPTH - At slow speed - 36" 
30% Ascending 

Descending CRUISING RANGE - Highway - 130 miles 

FUEL CONSUMPTION - .90 n.p.g. 

OIL CONSUMPTION - 1.58 q.p.h. 



MECHANICAL 

LADEN WEIGHT - 67,900 lbs. 

OVERALL 
"DIWENSIONS TT — 
Length a: DET Å with sand ehielde 

~ 19' 1" (from rear mudguard 
to front sprocket) 

Width 7 a 
Height - 9! 10* 

CENTRE OF 
“GRAVITY — - hs" (from ground) 

ENGINE 
Location - At rear 
Meke - Continental Motors Corp. 
Model - R975-C1 
Type - Static Radial air-cooled 

l-cycle petrol, 9-cyl. 
Dieplacement  - 012 cu. ine. 
Peak Gross B,H,P- O 2400 r.p.m. 
Torque - Max. - 890 ft/lbs. 

@ 1800 r.p.. 
Lubrication - Engine 011 tank cepacity- 
30 qte. 011 drawn from oil tank by gear 
type pressure pump divided into two eec- 
tione - a separate pressure pump deliver- 
ing 011 to all bearinge ard parts; a scav- 
enge pressure pump returning the o11 from 
the eump through oil filter to o11 cooler 
and 011 tank, Тһе о11 »ump incornoretes 
a preesure relief valve, 

Ignition - Two magnetos (Scintilla- 
Pendix or Eosch) 

Priming Pump - Tn facilitate etarting 
engine. 

Type - 011 bath 
Number - two. At rear of 

engine compartment, 
Modifications іп R975-C1 engine 
Compression ratio changed from 6.3 : 1 t^ 
F.7 : 1 to permit the use of 80 octane 
motor fuel. 
The Cl engine alec includes new design 
carburetor incorporeting an electric idle 
fuel cut-off, a built-in degaseer, a dia- 
phragm type la.c.) fuel pump, which ob- 
viatee need of a fuel relief valve. 
A manual visual type of oil dilution sys- 
tem, independently operated bocster coil 
and etarter switches, engine oil preseure 
pen with low oil pressure signal lamp. 

new type Cuno oil: filter, automatic or 
hand-cleaning; and high idling mechanism 
linking accelerator pedal with throttle 
controls to facilitate gear stifting. 

COOLING SYSTEM - Type - Air-cooled, Air- 
ducte formed on engine by baffles bolted 
around and between each cylinder and cyl- 
inder head. А ehroud forme a further “uct 
for the inlet of-air through the grill. 

Air Cleanere - 

Method - Fen mounted on ergine fly-wheel 
rotates in the ehroud, drawing air through 
а grill in top ucper hull an? forcing it 
between and around the finned cylindere of 
the engine. The warm air passee through 
bafflee and diecharvee above engine at 
rear of vehicle, 

FUEL SYSTEM 
Type - Petrol. Yotor fuel 80 octane 

reting or better. 
Tank Capacity - Total - 146 gallons. 
Four fue) tanks, each having separate 
shut-off valve. 

Location - Two V-tanke front corner engine 
compartment. Two H-tanke on esch eponeon 
in engine compartment. 

Feed - Fuel flows from the tanks to 
central -header, drawn through etrainer by 
fuel preseure pump to cerburetor. A sep- 
arate four-gallon fuel tank for auxiliary 
enerator is attached to the еропвоп се11- 
ng. 

Fuel Cut-Off - Fuel can be ¢ut off electric- 
ally at the carburetor by means of a tog- 
le type switch on: inetrument panel. A 
uno type fuel filter is supplied. 

CLUTCH 
Wake - Lipe 
Type - Try diec, built into engine fly- 

wheel. 
2 diece, 1 drive plate 16", 
open type pressure eprings 

Method ~ Depreseing Clutch pedal comprese- 
ee eprings and freee engine 
power from propeller ehaft. Re- 
leasing clutch pedal tranemite 
power through propeller ehaft 
to input shaft of gear box. 

DATA 

GEAR BOX 
ype - Synchromesh 

Ratio - Firet Gear - - „56:1 
Second Gear - З ЕЯ 
Third Gear - 1.79 : 1 
Fourth Gear = 1.1311 
Fifth Gear - a :1 
Reverse Gear - 5.65 3 1 

Lubricetion - 011 circulated by small pump 
built into the transmiesion case. 011 drawn 
from transmission and differential eumpe 
passing to oil cooler at rear of fighting 
compartment, returning to transmission and 
differential cases to lubricate the gears 
and bearings, 

STEERING AND FINAL DRIVE - 
уре - Controlled Differential 

Ratio Bevel Gear - 3,53 3 1 
At Sprocket - 9,58 : 1 

STEERING CLUTCHES - 
ocation - n each elde of bevel drive. 
че» - Controlled Differential. 

neorporated in the controlled differential, 
on either eide, ie the eteering device,each 
of which coneiste of & brake drum and brake 
shoe, actuated by a lever. When the speed 
of one brake drum ie reduced by preesure of 
shoee, the epeed of the other ie increased. 

Driver's seet on left of transmission, 

STEERING BRAKES - 
Fand type controlled by eteerinp levere, 
Parking brake - Steering lever type controll- 
ed by foot pedal operating ratchet quafrarte, 
\-піесе Fina? Drive equipped with Double Ar- 

chor type control brakes. 
3-piece Finel Orive equipned with Single An- 

shor type contro! brekee. 

SPROCKETS 
“Location - At front 
Number - Two twin driving sprockets 

(interchangeable 
The twin driving sprockets sre bolted on 
each end of the detacharle hub eseembliee 
of the final drive shafts, k 

Standard ad 

1 
Diameter Ч 
Number of teeth 13 7 

(Teeth engege end (Teeth mesh) 
connectors of on outboard 
track choes) lugs oftrack) 

shoes) 
Pitch En 4.6" 

TRACKS 
Type (TS4E1 ,T49,A.8.F. ) C.0.P. 
No. shoes per etrand 79 103 
Тгег'(сепіге to centre) 83" 6 
Width of track " "Liu 
Length of track(rround)147" 147" 

SUSPENSION 
“Туре - Verticel volute eprings. Suspension 

brackete bolted to lower hull bottom and 
eide plates provide upper seate for the 
volute epringe to reect on the bocie wheel 
lever arme and rubter-tired bogie wheels 
which run on the track, 

Number - 3 bogie or euspenslon aceenblies on 
each eide of vehicle, 2 volute epringe іг 
each aseembly. 

Diemeter of bogie wheele - 16" 
Improved cucpeneion unite with etronger-volute 

epringe offset top rollers, 

TOP ROLLERS 
né on eack bogie assembly to support track. 
Roller bracket assembly ie bolted to rear 
side of each bogie frame, the bracket 
having a epscer for the roller bearings. А 

as ekid ie tolted on top of the bogie 
гате, 

TRACK ADJUSTING IDLER - 
ype - Steel idler wheels, 22" diameter, 
eccentricelly mounted on each eide of 
vehicle, at the rear, 

Adjustment - By turning. hexagon ené of 
epindle eheft, efter epreading split 
hnueing and driving collar off eerra- 
tione of epindle, 
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MECHANICAL DATA (cont'd. ) 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
ery - o l2-volt, 168 ampere hour 

etorage batteries. 
Generator - (Mein) - 30-volt, 50 ampere, 

driven from main engine. 
(Auxiliary) - 2-cycle, single cylinder, 
air-cooled netrol engine 30-volt, 
50 ampere Homelite Model H.R.U.H, 

Both generators heve control boxes vith 

voltage regulator, current limiter 
and reverse current relay with gener- 

ator filter to reduce redio interfer- 

ence. 

Starter - Direct electric etarter, Eclipee type 
Е17-2А, with hand dg attachment. 
Starter solenoid switch, Eclipse type 518-214. 
Fuel cut-off eolencia, Eclipee type 500-15-A, 

operated by a toggle switch on the inetrument 
panel. 

Traverse Motor - Electric motor mounted on floor 
of turret baeket, directly connected to hy- 
draulic pump for the power traversing syetem. 
This same motor drives the gyro stabilizer 
pump. 

Klixon Circuit Breakers. 

MAJOR CHANGES INTRODUCED DURING PRODUCTION 

Turret Exhaust Fan 

Azimuth Indicator 

New Turret Lock 

Travelling Lock for Mount Combinetion Gun 
МЗЦА1 incorporatee renote control of the 
lock opereted from the inside of the 
turret. 

2 Brackete inetalled on engine bulkhead 
for Саве Spare Valves anà Spare Parte, 

Gunner's Foot Reet. 

1 M9 Elevation Quadrant with bracket, 

Index Finger Firing Gear. 

Commander's Traveree Control. 

A Light, Inetrument M32, for illumineting 
the Direct Sight Telescope M7CF. 

A Light, Inetrument “39, for illumineting 
the M9 Elevation Quadrent, 

Telescope Aecembly Mount on 75 mn gun cradle. 

Impulse Solenoid Relay end Hernese Unit. 

Periecope with new etyle reticle and inetrument 
light for illuminating the reticle. 

Gunner's Periecope Spring. 

Reworking “19 Azimuth Indicator. 

Cil Dilution Instruction Plate, 

Clutch Duet Cowl. 

Reworking Engine Compartment Door Hinges. 

Commander's 360° Vision Cupola. 

U.S. PROTOTYPE FOR CANADIAN BUILT GRIZZLY 





COMPASS BREATHER STEERING 
LEVERS 

INSTRUMENT 
HAND 

PANEL 
THROTTLE 

STARTING 
ACCELERATOR 

SWITCHES 
PEDAL 

SIREN 
SWITCH 

CLUTCH 

GEAR-SHIFT 
LEVER 

PEDAL 

—— — — — 
DIMENSION 

ЖА - WITHOUT SAND SHIELDS 19' I" 

(FROM REAR MUD GUARD TO FRONT SPROCKET ) 

WITH ONE PIECE FINAL DRIVE 18- 5/16" 
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3/4 RIGHT FRONT VIEW 
Showing 75 mm. gun at maximum elevation 
with co-axial mounted .30 calibre machine 
gun also .30 bow machine gun. The .50 
calibre machine gun used for anti-aircraft 
is shown mounted on the turret hatch ring 

FRONT VIEW 
Showing all crew hatches open and 

travelling lock on front of hull 
casting to secure 75 mm. during 

routine movement. 

3/4 LEFT REAR VIEW 
Showing commander's hatch open, blanket 
box and camouflage net stowed at rear 

of turret and jerricans on rear hull plate. 









RIGHT SIDE VIEW(TRACK 

GUARD REMOVED)-Showing 

track and suspension arrange 

-ment. 

ax "A å < 
і н А і А У У ee ^^ ̂ ^ ж ЛТ... 

PLAN VIEW-Showing all 

hatches onen, arrangement 

of turret periscopes and 

ventilator, aerial bases at 
rear of turret and general 

stowage arrangement of 

ancillary equipment. 

REAR VIEW-Showing general stowage 

arrangement at rear of turret and rear 

deck also .50 calibre anti-aircraft gun 
in position. 
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TANK. COMMAND/O.P. 
— — — — 

This is a Ram Tank modified to serve 

as a Command Vehicle or an Armoured Observa- 

tion Post, 

For tactical purposes in thie role it 

provides maximum protected observation and in- 

terior unrestricted space for command pur- 

poses. Additional wireless and line commun- 

ication equipment is provided, two (2) #19 
sets being mounted aná a $58 set carried, 

Provision is also made for mounting artill- 

ery observation equipment and the rotating 

hatch is calibrated so that the hatch peri- 

scope can be used as a direction-finder, A 

dummy main gun is mounted as camouflage. Brown 

ing Machine gune are carried in the bow and 

turret hatch for protection against enemy 

ground personnel and low-flying aircraft. 

Mechanically, the vehicle is similar to 

the Ram Tanke, except for the deletion of the 

turret basket and power traverse equipment. 

Manual traverse is restricted to a total of 

90°. The electrical system 1e completely 
rearranged to service adequately the add- 

itional W/T equipment. 

Elghty-four vehicles were produced at the 

Tank Arsenal, Montreal Locomotive Works 

during 1943. 

This vehicle was developed and piloted by 

Army ne eer ae Design Branch at the request 

of the Canadian Army Overseas and was releas- 

ed for production on their acceptance, 

The major design work was involved in 

fitting the second #19 W/T set and arranging 
adequate electrical supply, comprising ex- 

tra batteries and rather complicated wiring 
and ewitching arrangemente. 

Elimination of the turret basket, gun 
and power traveree gear and restriction of 

the turret traverse to 90" made the hull suff- 

iciently roomy to allow satisfactory seating 

of the command staff as well ae the installa- 
tion of the necessary seats and tables. 

Coneiderable modification was necessary 

in order to mount the dummy gun. A forward 

obeervation post was positioned in the tur- 

ret, requiring complete rearrangement of all 

turret stowage, 

No new production problems were involved 

beyond those of introducing a non-standard ve- 

hicle into a full production line, 

The Canadian built Command/OP Tanke were 
used with success in action in North West 

Europe, and it is understood that further 

Ram Tanks were modified in United Kingdom 

to this type. 



TANK. COMMAND/O.P. 

Tactical Data 

PRODUCED BY - Montreel Locomotive Works ARMAMENT - Main nil 

Tank Arsenal, Montreal.. - Browning, cal. .30 М.0. M191944 
1 (flexible type) in ball and 

PRODUCTION eocket mount,left bow, (2000rds) 

Commenced - During 1943 1 (A.A. )for mounting in turret 

Finished - 1943 hatch ring (ЩО гав. in 
110 round reels) 

VEHICLES - Thompeon, cal. 45 S.M.G, 

“PRODUCED - 84 440-20 rd. mag.) 
2 carried, not mounted 

SERIES - Tank Command/0.P. - Bomb Thrower 2" Mk. I Smoke 
y 

TYPE - Armcured Obeervation Post - Signal Pistol 1" (20 — 

Tm (O/F) or Command Vehicle - Hand Grenades No. 36 Mk.I(6rds. ) 
/ 

BRIDGE SIGHTING - É Periscopes, Vickers type. 

“CLASSIFICATION - 30 1 Teleecope, Steroscopic No. 1B 
nn Mk. I, etored in turret for 

CREW 6 mounting on the arti air-craft 
— gun mount (For use ав регі- 

ARMOUR - Turret - Front - 3" есоре ог ав ап artillery ob- 
— Pear - 21" eervation inetrument), 

side - 3" - 23" Special Observation Poet with 
Top о. "ЯЯ elidine door type cover is 

с ВЗ a Front " 3 = ом provided under dummy 6-pr.gun. 
ear - 

side - >L4r_ıt" PROTECTED 
Top - 1%"- 1" VISTON - 1 Protectoscope,indirect vision 

Pottom - } (front) on åriver'e door, mounted in 
-' $" (rear) rotor. 

Periscopes, , Vickers type. 

TURRET - One-piece armour steel caet- 2 - Commander (turret hatch), 
ing. 60" Ring. one with graduated azimuth 

Gun accessories ard baeket ecale, і 

eliminated, 2 - Turret Roof (for general 

Hetch with two-piece covers, use) 

latch and lock. 2 - Driver ané Co-driver, 

Hetch ring for A.A. gun mount 
Pistol port. COMMUNICATION - 2 Sete No. 19 W/S. 
Turret hetch graduated under- One in turret, one in hull. 
neath 1n degrees for uee in 2 Cablee on drums for remote 

corjunction with an azimuth telephone, 

scale around the commander's 
periecope for rough angle COMPASS _ - Pioneer 1830 Compass mounted on 

measurements. turret roof in (interior)front 

š of Commander. 

TRAVERSE - Hand 45 in either direction. 

GUN MOUNTS - Dummy gun in place of actual LIGHTING - 2 Head lampe. 
———T- -pr. 2 っ Tail lampe end 1 Convoy lamp. 

Bow (left) 2 Side lance. 

Ball and eocket mount in 
front hull. GENERAL - Ma š 
en Batch. prem GENERAL p end Record boards 

mount, ( Y - 

n. "шш ш ESCAPE HATCH - In hull floor. 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

POWER/WEIGHT - Net power to gross weight SPEED, MAXIMUM - 25 m.p.h. 

ratio 12.5 8.Н.Р. per ehort 
ton. TRENCH CROSSING ABILITY - 7' 5". 

GROUND PRESSURE > 12:9 Pait, oo op peraek), VERTICAL OBSTACLE CLINEING - 287. 
GROUND CLEARANCE = 
— — — — — — 

GRADABILITY - 

MINIMUM TURNING 
“RADIUS | 
— 

17". 
Theoretical in 1et. pear - 
205 Ascending. 
30” Deecending. 

FORDINO DEFTH - At slow speed - 36". 

CRUISING RANGE - Highway - 144 miles 

FUEL CONSUMPTION 

OIL CONSUMPTION 

(8 houre € 18 r.p.h.) 

-.90 m.p.h. 

- 1.65 q.p.h. 



МІСНАКІСАЇ DATA 

LADEN WEIGHT - €4,000 lte. STEERING CLUTCHES 
nestion - n esch side of bevel drive 

CVERALL Type - Controlled Tifferential 
` DIMENSIONS Ineorporsted іп the controlled differential, 
Length = 19 б on either eide, le the eteering device, esch 
“14th - 9% 1° of which coneiets of @ brake drum and brake 
Feight - 9* 0" ehoe, actueted by a lever. When the sree? of 

one brake drum ie reduced by preeeure of 
CENTRE OF ehoee, the epeed of the other is increesed. 
SRAVTTY | - 49% (from ground) Driver'e eeat on right of transmission, 

ENGINE 
Location - At rear. 
Vake - Continentel Motore Corr. STEERING BRAKES 
"odel - R975-Cl 
Type ій Static Radiel air cool- Band type controlled by steering levers. 

е | t 
Er көз, Parking Lrake - Transmission type. 

er - idc "n E 
Peak Gross E.H.F. - 0 г.р.т. 
Torque - Max. 890 ft/lbs. SPROCKETS 

@ 1800” r.p.m. Location - At front 

Lubrication - Engine oil tank CB ワー Number - Two twin driving eprockets 

acity - 30 qts. 011 drawn from oil tank (interchangeable) 
by gear type pressure pump divied into two The twin driving sprockets are bolted on each 

sections : - & separate preecure pump de- end of the detachable hub aseemblies of the 

livering 011 to all beerings and parte: a final drive shafts. š 
scavenge pump returning the oll from the 7 9/ 8" er sump through oil filter to o11 cooler and Diameter 
011 tank. The oil pump incorporetes а Number of teeth 13 17 
pressure relief velve. (Teeth engage end (Teeth mesh 

Ignition - Two magnetos. connectora of on outboard 

(Seintille-Bendix or track shoes) luge of 
Rosch type). š ты орм) 

Priming Pump - To facilitate stert- Pitch 6 .6 
ing engine. 

Air Cleaners - Type - O11 bath. 
Number - Two(at rear of TRACKS 

engine compartment). Type (TELE1,T49, A.S.F.) (C.D.P.) 
No. shoes per etrand 79 103 

COOLING SYSTEM - Type - Кіг-ссоїед. A Tread(centre to centre) 85 az“ 
fan mounted on engire fly-wheel rotetee in Width of track 1 y 153° 
8 ehroud, drawirg eir through å p * Length of track(eround) 147 147 
top upper hull end forcing it between an Е 
eround the finned cylindere of engine. Тһе SUSFENSION 
warm air passee throuph tafflee and die- Type - Vertical volute erringe. Suepension 
charges above erpine @oore at rear of brackete bolted to lower hull bottom and side 

vehicle. pletee previde upper eeste for the’ volute 
epringe to react on the bogie wheel lever 

FUEL SYSTEM arme and rubber-tired bogie wheels which run 
ype - Petrol. Commercial Motor fuel with ог the track. 

an octane reting of 80 or better. Number - 3 bogie or euereneion acsenbliee on 
Tank Capacity - Tetal - 146 gallons. . each eide of vehicle, 2 volute eprings in 

Four fuel tenke, each having eeparete ehut- each aeeembly. 
off valve. Diameter of bogie wheele - 16" 

Losetion - Two V-tenke front corners engine Improved suepenelon unite with stronger volute 

Compartment. Two H-tanks on each sponson ecringe ard offret top rollere, 
in engine compartment. 

Feed "> Fuel flows from the tanke to cen- ТОР ROLLERS 
tral header, drawn through strainer by Опе on each bogie assembly to eupport track, 
fuel preseure sump tc cerburetor. A вер- Roller tracket aceembly le bolted to rear 

arate two-gallon fuel tank for auxiliary eide of each bogie frame, the bracket having 
generetor is located in eponeon. The Cl a spacer for the roller bearings. A track 
engine incorporates a diaphregm type fuel ekid is bolted on top of the bogie frame. 

pump which maintains a constant preesure š 
thue &voiding need of relief velve, TRACK ADJUSTING IDLER - 

Fuel Cut-Off - Fuel can be cut off elec- Type - Steel idler wheele, 22" diameter, 
trically et the carburetor by means of a eccentrically mounted on each eide of vehicle, 

topple type ewitch on inetrument panel. at the rear. 
Adjustment - By turning hexegon end of spindle 

CLUTCH ehaft, efter epreading eplit hoveing and driv- 

“Wake - Lipe ing collar off eerratione of epindle, 
Type - Dry diec, built into engine fly- 

wheel. 
2 diece, 1 ¢rive plate 16", ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - 2h-volt syetem. 
oper type preesure erringe “Fattery - Two 12-vo1t, 16 ampere hour storage 

Method - Depreseing clutch pedal comorese- batteriee. 
ee springe end freee engine Dow- Two banke of £-volt batteries on floor for 
er from propeller Shaft. Re- wireless set. 
leeeing clutch pedal tranemite Generator (Main) - 20-vo1t, 5 -ampere, driven 
power through propeller shaft from main engine, 
to input ehaft of pesr box. (Auxiliary) - 2-cycle, single cylinder, air- 

cooled petrol engine, 39% -volt, 50-ampere . 

GEAR BOX - Make - Crash Homelite Model E.R.U.H. for charging any of 
Type Р б М жеи. 1 the three barke of batteries. 
Ratio - Ais Сах. u Г : 1 Poth generatore have control boxee with volt- 

` hire Gear >. TIA ape regulator, current limiter and reverse 
Fourth Gear - LAE * 4 current relay with renerator filter to re- 

Fifth Geer - 32 : : duce ratio interference. 
Reveree Gear - F. : 

iubeteation 2 O11 cirouiated Бу mail иер MAT uL uted ing A on 
built into the trenemireion case. 011 уре 617-14, with hard attachment. 
drewn from tranemission and differential Starter solenoid switch, Eclipse type 
sumps passing ta oil cooler st rear of 51£-21-A. 
fighting compertment, returning to trane- 
mission and differential cases to lubri- 
cate the gears and bearings. 

Fuel cut-off solenoid, Eclipse type 500-15-A. 
operated by a toggle ewitch on the instrument 
panel. 

STEERING AND FINAL DRIVE - Klixon Circuit Breakers, 
ype - Controlle ‘fferertial 

Retio Bevel Geer - 3,53: :1 
At Sprocket - 9.88 : 1 COMMAND O.P. PAGE 3 



WIRELESS JUNCTION FIRE EXTINGUISHER ENGINE CLOCK DRIVER'S DOOR 

DISTRIBUTION BOX No. 3 HANDLES PRIMER 
LEVER 

INSTRUMENT GE KW | SNS STEERING 

PANEL ーー EL С D LEVERS 

CLUTCH 
ACCELERATOR 

PEDAL 
PEDAL 

GEAR -SHIFT / SN Р АЧГ TRANSMISSION 

LEVER ( EN dl е, 5 OIL FILLER CAP 

PARKING-BRAKE 
DRIVER’S SEAT 

LEVER 

CONTROLS- DRIVER'S て OMPARTMENT ~ 

| | | 

ТІ” + - TS "EU LC Å ( \ 

(% 

K 
-— o» | 

v 

LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH TRACK LOWER HULL GROUND 

OVERALL | OVERALL | OVERALL | CENTRES WIDTH CLEARANCE 

*F - WITH ONE-PIECE FINAL DRIVE 18-5/16" 



WIRELESS JUNCTION FIRE EXTINGUISHER ENGINE CLOCK DRIVER'S DOOR 

PRIMER LEVER 

DISTRIBUTION BOX No.3 HANDLES 

STEERING 

INSTRUMENT LEVERS 
PANEL 

ACCELERATOR 

CLUTCH PEDAL 

PEDAL 

TRANSMISSION 

GEAR -SHIFT OIL FILLER CAP 

` LEVER 

DRIVER’S SEAT 

PARKING-BRAKE 
LEVER 





DIMENSIONS 

A к EEE SË 

LENGTH HEIGHT | WIDTH TRACK LOWER HULL GROUND 

OVERALL | OVERALL | OVERALL | CENTRES WIDTH CLEARANCE 

юмо | se | or | ew | s | tr —— 
*F- WITH ONE-PIECE FINAL DRIVE 18-5/16" 



3/4 LEFT FRONT VIEW 

Showing forward aerial mount on left 

track guard, bow gun, driver's vision 
door closed, dummy gun in turret and 

stowage of towing cable at front of tank. 

3/4 RIGHT REAR VIEW 

Showing position of periscopes on turret, 

location of rear aerials, blanket box at 

rear of turret and stowage arrangement 

on rear deck. 







DRIVER'S 
TRANSMISSION SEAT 

A > y af 

CO-DRIVER'S 
SEAT 

OBSERVER'S 
SEAT 

WIRELESS | 
OPERATOR'S y ABU TP Gs m 4 SMOKE 

SEAT ONIS E ñ k BOMBS 

+ — 

e 9 vn I 
i 
1 
1 

' 

WIRELESS "em MAP 

SET 
BOARD 

(Hull) 
t the 
' 

i 

| 
STEREOPTICAL 

TURRET 
TELESCOPE 

TRAVERSING 
GEAR 

WIRELESS 
OPERATOR'S 

COMMANDER'S 
SEAT 

SEAT 
(Forward) 

WATER 

RATION BOXES 

FUEL 

AUXILIARY 
SHUT-OFF 

GENERATOR 
VALVES 

Add 

FIRE 
ENGINE 

EXTINGUISHER 
OIL 

CYLINDERS 
TANK 

COMMANDER'S 
WIRELESS 

SEAT 
SET 

(ELEVATED) 
(Turret) 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT. 



MODIFICATIONS FROM TANK, CRUISER, RAM II 

AND MAJOR PRODUCTION CHANGES 
—x
 — — — — — 

° 
Turret manually traversed 45 in either Compass - Pioneer type No.1830 in turret. 

direction. 

Turret basket eliminated. Two Wireless Sets #19-1 in turret bulge. 
1 on left вропвоп. 

Dummy gun in place of actual 6 Pr. 

Observation Equipment: Maps and records boards. 

Stereoscopic telescope for use as peri- 

scope or as an artillery observation 

instrument. Engine 011 Tank - to minimize foaming. 

Observation Port. 

Periscopes. New Instrument Panel. 

Turret Hatch is graduated underneath in de- 

grees for use in conjunction with an Azi- Rear Idler - Stronger type wheel. 

muth scale around the Commander's peri- 

scope for rough angle measurements., 

REFERENCES 

D.T.D. Specification No. 0.A. 217. Files Series 
D.M.S. - 73-5-69. 

Command O/P- Operators' Manual, December19%43. D.N.D。 - H.Q.S. 3352-59. 

Publication number CMD-LW1. D.M.S. - D.A.D. Photo. File No. T-7. 

Command O/P - Illustrated Parte Liet Supple- Design C Instructions: 

ment, Thie contaire ae’ wa Command o. , D.C.I. No. 1 to DE... No.17. 

parte which are used golely Deeign Deviation Permits: 

for Tank Command O/P., and 
must be used in conjunction 

with the Illuetrated Parts 

Command/0.P. D.D.P. No. 1 aná D.D.P, No.2. 

List of Ram II Cruiser Tank. Design Change Requeste: 
Command/0.P. D.C.R. No. 1 to D.C.R. No.22. 

Data Book - Tank Type Vehicles of Canadian Production Orders: 

Manufacture, January 1944 - Pub- 
lication number M&S 1877. C.D. = L.V. 1672 gl, 

Approx. Price per unit - lees 
equipment supplied by Ordnance $40,000. 



‚SEXTON 25 PR. SPTRACRED 



29 PR. S.F. TRACKED - SEXTON 

The 25 Pr. Sexton is а self-propelled 

field ertillery unit developed to replace 

the conventional 25 Fr. field gun and carriage 

together with ite lirber «ns field artillery 

tractor in field regimente employed with mo- 

bile formetione. 

It is a self-contained matile unit carry- 

ing its own gun, crew, arvuntition, W/T end 
armour end can come into ecticr immediately 

on reaching the firing poirt. 

Its tectical festures include a normal 

25 Pr. field piece and eighting equipment, 

front mounted on e tark type chaesis with 

open-top fighting compartment, The gun has 

400 elevation, 9° depression, 25° left tre- 

verse, and 15° right traveree. It carriee а 

crew of eix including the driver, protection 

being afforded by welded hu 1 plates of bullet 

proof steel 1/2" thick on sicee end rear and 

3/4" thick on front. The lower hull, which 

eleo forms the chaseis frame, it the esme ЕБ 

the lower hull of the Grizzly “snk and con- 

siete of 1" floor plate at frort under the 

driver, 3/8 plate floor behind t:le, and 14" 

plate sides and rear, all of E.F. armour. A 

removable cenvas hood is supplied for protec- 

tion against weather. It cerriee an accurate 

magnetic compaer, #19 W/T set with intercom- 

munication, cable for line communication and 

Tannoy. Over 100 complete rounds of various 

types of 25 Pr. ammunition can be carried, 

Mechanically, the vehicle 16 based on 

the Ram Tank with right hand drive incorpor- 

ting “һе Sherman MUAL engine, clutch, trans- 

mission, suspension, etc. Except for early pro- 

duction, all vehicles have been equipped with 

Canadian Dry Pin Treck. A Homelite auxiliary 

generator is carriec. 

The vehicle entered production at Mont- 

reel Locomotive Worke, Tenk Areenel early in 

1943 and continued until lete 1945, with a 

total of 2150 produced, 

Thie vehicle wee designed by A.E.D.B. st 

the request of the Department cf National De- 

fence and vas the firet Pritieh vehicle of ite 

type. 

The piece ie completely eimilar to that 

used in the field cerriage of the ¿> Pr. It 

vas necessary, however, to completely redesign 

the saddle anc pirtle to increase their 

strength structurally, arc thus compensate for 

the lack of a trail. The pintle le carried in 

bronze bearings in a boleter end boleter beams 

rigidly welcec to the hull. 

In order to provide the required eleva- 

tion, 1% мав founá necessery to limit the re- 

coll to 20 inches rather than the normal 36 

inches. 

Considerable planning and trial and error 

weg necessery to provide maximum traverse as 

restricted by ¿river and gunner positions. 

The box type upper hull wee a etraight- 

forward design problem but the development 

of traverse ehielde introduced complica- 

tione, due to the front platee being sloping 

end the mounting pintle being vertical, 

The field piece traverse veer wae re- 

placed by a epecially designed gear to pro- 

vide less effort and smoother ection. 

Verious rinor changes vere added to the 

gun anë recoil mechaniem to improve pro- 

tection on expoeed rortione and to provide 

correct balance, 

An gux411ary generator, not ori inally 

required мав added early іп р ction 

and the batteries and electrical system re- 

arranged tc conform. 

The vehicles were nmarufectured in the 

Tank Arsenal concurrently with Ram and 

Grizzly Tanke. This introduced probleme of 

component echeduling and: etock segregetion 

inäemuch ae meny parte were eimilar to, 

tut not. identical with, those that were 

used 1n the tark vehicles, The training of 

welders and auality contre] on the welding 

for the beame, Lbcletere and upper hull de- 

mandea very close supervieion until experi- 

ence was gained, 

After the first few vehiclee,a]! parte 

of the gun mount (except teams and bol- 

etere) were manufactured in the gun plant 

et Sorel. Thie proveé e very satisfactory 

arrangement., 

Ae in all other tank type vehiclee, the 

continuing design changes necessitated by 

improvement in U.S. mechanical componente or 

User demande created numerous production 

probleme. 

The Sexton was ueed in considerable num- 

bers іп action in Italy end North West 

Europe with good effect and le etanderdized 

ee British Army artillery equipment. 

A G.P.O. (Gun Position Officer)Vehicle 

wee developec in Caneda a& & companion 

vehicle to the Sexton. On thie vehicle 

additional communication equipment мав in- 

etalled, tables and seats added, end a mod- 

ified Sexton hood provided for protection 

egainet weather. This vehlcle hae aleo been 

accepted as standard by the War Office. 



IODUCED BY - 

RODUCTION 
encec - 

25 PR, S.P. TRACKED SEXTON 

Tactical Data 

Montreal Locomotive Works 
Tank Arsenal, Montreal. 

Early in 1943. 

ARMAMENT (cont'd. ) 

Two Bren .303" M.G. | 
(1500 rds.in 50,30-rd.mágazines). 

Two Sten 9 mm. M.G. | 

Finished - 1945 (448 rås. in 32-rd. magazine). 
Two Rifles No, 4. 

EHICLES (100 rds. .303",2,50-rd.bandoliers). 

ТІСТЕР - 2,150 One Signal Pistol,20 cartridges, 1". 
— 12 Grenades, Hand. 
RIES - 25 Pr., S.P.Tracked Sexton 

SIGHTING 
ҮР - Self-propelled field art- wa sat. ا аы 

111егу. Magnification - 1.9 
пок Sight, Dial, C No. 9, for 

MASSIFICATION - 30 Indirect Gun laying. 

Е - 6 - including driver and PROTECTED 
co-driver. Protectoscope - Driver's Door, 

- Upper Hull : 
Front, fiat fixed ў. COMMUNICATION - No,19 W/S. Mk, II or Vk. III. 

curved movable - Loudspeaker (Part of Telephone). 
рента Plates m Loudepeaking, No. 2 (Canadian). 

Lower Hull 
Sidee and rear M COMPASS Pinnacle Equipment. 

Floor and bulkhead - C type P.B., with W.D. 32 Com- 
pase in W.D. 150 Pinnacle. 

- Standard recoil mechanism C.P., mounted on Sponson Plate 
and armoured cradle assembly. to right of driver: 
Elevation ho"; Depression 9”. 

° 
- Hand 25° left; 15 right. LIGHTING 2 Head Lampe. 

Main - Ordnance Q.F.,25 Pr. 
"CT Mk.II or C Mk. III on 
mounting 25 Pr., S.P. 
"C" Mk. I. 

1 Plackout Drive Lamp. 
2 B.O., Marker Lamps. 
2 Tail Lampe. 
1 Convoy Lamp. 
2 Inepection Lamps. 

Cartridges - 112 
H.E. or Smoke 
Projectiles - 87 

A.P. Projectiles - 16 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

POWER IGHT - Net power to grose weight SPEED, MAXIMUM - 25 m.p.h. 

ratio. 
14.0 B.H.P. per short ton - TRENCH CROSSING ABILITY - 8' 3° 

891527 . 

Қа” ДЕК ae = VERTICAL OBSTACLE CLIMBING - 24" 

| 12,2 p,8.3. 

GROUND CLEARANCE- 17" 
18-5/16" (with one-piece 
Final Drive). 

GRADAEILITY - let. Gear 
Eo T Theoretical 

Ascending 35 о 
Deecending 35° - ЧО 

FORDING DEPTH - At elow speed - 46" (C.D.P. track), 

CRUISING RANGE - Highway - 180 miles. 
(10 hour run,max. speed 
20 m.p.h., with 60 min- 
utes idling), 

FUEL CONSUMPTION - .98 m.p.g. (average). 

Actual on concrete 
Ascending 26 
Descending 30° 

MINIMUM TURNING 
- In eand ná. 

18' tc Right,21>' to Left. 
(measured from ineide centre 
suspension frame to the cen- 

tre of turning circle made 

by inner track), 

QIL CONSUMPTION - 1.95 q.p.h. (average). 



MECHANICAL DATA 

LADEN WEIGHT - 57,000 10е. 

OVERALL 
—TIMENSIONS 
Length e 201% 
Width っ $ 12° 
Height = B' 0° 

g! 5"(with canvae top) 

CENTRE OF 
“GRAVITY — - MO" 8cproX。 

ENGINE 
Loce tion - At reer 
Meke - Continental Yotore Corp. 
Model - 7В975-СШ, 

R975-C1. (earlier 
vehicles) 

Type - Stetic *^?'s1 air-cool- 
ed 1-rvele petrel, 
9-cyl'nder. 

Displacement - 2% eu, ine. 

Feak Gross E.H.P. @ 2400 r. ”. 1, 
(8975-55 

Р 
97 ) 

hoc 8 2400 r.p.m. 
(R975-C1) 

Torque (Max.)(C4)- 1075 ft/ibs,€ 1900 rpm, 
(Cc1)- £90 ft/1be.6 1800 r.p. n. 

Lubrication - Engine cil tank capac- 

' ity - 30 qts. 011 drawn from 011 tank by 

gear type preseure pump divided into two 

sections: - a separate rressüre ‚Typ de- 

livering oil to ell bearinge arë perte; 

a scavenge pump returning the 5 from 

the sump through oil filter to 211 ccol- 

er and oil tank, The oil pump incorpore- 
tee a preecure relief valve. 

Ignition - Two magnetoe. (2975-C4) 
Scintilla-V239-OFA, 
(R975-C1) 
Sceirtilla-Pendix or 
Poech. 

Priming Pump - To facilitate stert- 
in engine. 

Air Cleaner - Type - 011 bath, 
Nurter - two. At rear 
of ergine compartrent, 

Modifications - In R975-C1 engine com-- 

pression ratio changed fram 4.7 : 
to 5.7 : 1, to permit the use of ЄС octane 

motor fuel. 
The Cl engine also includes new design car- 

buretor incorporating an electric idle fuel 

cut-off; e built-in дераєсег; & чартер type 

(A.C.) fuel pump which obviates need of fuel 
relief valve; a manual visual type of oil 

dilution eystem; independently operated boost- 

er coil and starter switches; engine cil 

pressure gauge with low oil pressure signal 

lamp; new type Cuno oil filter - autometio 

or hand-cleaning; and high idling mechanism 

linking accelerator pedal with throttle con- 
trole to facilitate gear ee 

- The (P975-Ch) engine, 
which repleces the (R975-Cl)engine, in later 
Sexton models, has additional improvemente, 

euch as increased power ard greater durabil- 

ity, providing improved cylinder cooling 

through increased cylinder head fine and 

muffed cylinder barrele, together with re- 

designed cylinder heed and tarrel air Се- 

flectore, which permit of A manifold prese- 

ure increase sufficient to cbtain a rated ugly 

gross h.p./ 8t 2477 r.p.m. 
The oil sump is remove from the main crank- 

case section and two sumpe placed tetween the 

rocker boxes of "5. 5 and 6 cylinders,to make 
provision for érainage of the rocker boxes. 

Тһе ?976-СШ егтіпе 15 completely inter- 

changeable with the R975-01 model, excert for 

minor interferences in movable accessories. 

COOLING SYSTEM - Type - Air-cooled, Air- 

ducts formed on engine by baffles bolted 

around and between each cylinder and cylind- 

er head. A shroud forms a further duct for 

the inlet of air through the grill. 

Method - Fen mounted on engine fly-wheel ro- 

tates in the shroud, drawing eir through ғ 

grill in top upper hull and forcing it be- 
tween and around the finned cylinders of the 

engine. The warm air paeses through baffles 

and discharges above engine at rear of 

vehicle, 

1 (R975-EC2) 

FUEL SYSTEM 
Type - Petrol. Motor fuel 60 octane rating 

or better. 
Tank Capacity - Total - 146 gallons. 
Four fuel tanks, each having separate shut- 
off valve. 

Location - Two V-tanks front corners engine 
compartment. Two H-tanks on each sponson in 
engine compartment. 

Feed - Fuel flows from the tanks to cen- 
tral header, drewn through strainer by fuel 
pressure pump to carburetor. The fuel press- 
ure pump ie a diaphragm type which maintains 
a constant pressure, thus avoiding need of a 
relief valve, А separate 12-gallon fuel tank 
for auxiliary generator is located in the aux- 
111агу generator compartment. 

Fuel Cut-off - Fuel can be cut off electrical- 
ly at the carburetor by means of a toggle type 
switch on instrument panel, 

CLUTCH - 
Make - Ltpe. 
Туре - Dry disc, built into engine flywheel. 

2 дївсв - 1 drive plate 16". 
Open type preseure ecringe exert full press- 
ure againet the clutch plate. 
Depressing clutch pedal compreeecee springe 
and frees engine power from propeller shaft. 
Releasing clutch pedal tranenite power through 
ne shaft to input shaft of gear box. 
Note) - On later Vehicles - Lipé clutch re- 

jlaced 1n production bv the Borg end Peck 
clutch with enclosed creseure springe, 

GEAR BOX 
туре - Synchromesh 
Retin - Firet Gear - - 7.56: 1 

Second Gear SHEA 
Third Gear 一 1.79 1 
Fourtr Gear - 1541 1 
Fifth Gear - TS $1 
Reverse Sear - 5. $1 

Lubrication - Cil circulated by small pump 

built into the tranemieeion cese. 011 drawn 

“ron the transmission and differential sum 8 
paceing to oil cooler at rear of fighting 

corpartment, returning to transmission and 

differential casee to lutricate the gears 

and bearings. 

STEERING AND FINAL DRIVE - 
"уре - vontrolled vifferential 
Ratio Bevel Зевг - 3,53 : 1 

At Sprocket - 9.88 : 1 

STEEAING SLUTCHES 
— £m 

Location - On each side of bevel drive. 
Type - Controlled Differential. 
Incorporated in the controlled differential, 

on either side, is the steering device, eack 

of which consiete of a brake drum and brake 

shoe, actuated by a lever. When the epeed of 

sne brake Srun is reduced by preeeure of hoes, 

the speed of the other is increased, 
Driver's seat on right of trensmiselor, 

STEERINO BRAXES 
Band type controlled by steering levers. 
Parking brake - Steering lever type controlled 

by foot pn operating ratchet quadrante. 

1-ріесе Final Drive equipped with Double An- 

chor type control brakes. 
3-piece Final Drive equipped with Single An- 

chor type control brakes. 

SPROCKETS 
Location - At front 
Number - Two twin driving sprockets 

(interchangeable). 
The twin driving sprockets are bolted on each 

end of the detachable hub assembliee of the 

final drive shafts. 
Standard C.D.P. 

Diameter 25 4% 

Number of teeth 13 17 

(Teeth engage (Teeth mesh 
end connect- on outboard 
ore of track lugs of track) 
shoes) 

Pitch 6" 4,6" 
TRACKS 
Type (TS4E1,TU9, A.S.F.) (C.D.P.) 
Ко. shoes per etrand 79 103 
Tread(centre to centre) 83" g3" 
Width of trach д. ж 
Length of track(ground) 187" 1 



MECHANICAL DATA 

SUSPENSION 
Z Vertical volute springs. Suspen- 

gion brackets bolted to lower hull 

bottom end side plates nrovide upper 

eeats for the volute springe to react 

on the bopie wheel lever arme and rub- 

ber-tired bogie wheels which гип on 

the track. 
Number - 3 bogie or suspension aesemblies 

on each side of vehicle,2 volute springs 

in each aseembly. 
Diameter of bogie wheele - 16" 
Improved suspension units with stronger 

volute springs and offset top rollers. 

TOP ROLLERS 
‘One on each bogie assembly to eupport track, 

Roller brecket assembly ie bolted to 

rear side of each bopie freme,the brack- 

et having a epacer for the roller bear- 

inge. A track skid ie bolted on top of 

the bogie frame. 

TRACK ADJUSTING IDLER 
ype - Stee er wheele, 22" diameter, 

eccentrically mounted on each eide of 

vericle, at the rear. 
Adjuetment - By turning hexegon end of 

epindle ehaft, after evresding eplit 

housing and driving collar off serra- 

tions of epindle, 

(cont'4.) 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
ttery- -volt, 16€ ampere hour stor- 

age batteries. 
Battery Balancing Switch - For tranefer of 

radio load. 
Generator - 
Mein - 30-volt, 50 ampere, driven from 

the main engine, 
Auxiliary - Homelite Model H.R.U.H. with- 

out heating element. 
Both generators have control boxes with 
voltage reguletor, current limiter and 
reveree current relay with generator 
filter to reduce radio interference, 

Starter - Direct electric starter, Eclipee 
type 817-14, with hand attach-' 
ment. 

Starter solenoid switch, Eclipee type 
518-21-A. 

Fuel cut-off solenoid, Eclipse type 
500-15-A, operated by a toggle 
ewitch on the inetrument panel. 

Thermal Type Circuit Breakers. 

Later vehicles - Headlamps changed to U.S. 
Medium Tank demountable 
type with a Blackout Lamp 
carried for inetalletion 
ae required, Headlampe re- 
located near the eides of 
the upper hull. 

MAJOR CHANGES INTRODUCED DURING FRODUCTION 

Booster Coil and Starter ewitchee to oper- 
ate as independent unite. 

Emergency receptecle ап” cable to tranefer 

electric power between vehicles. 

New Inetrument Penel and the following 

electrical changee:- 
Engine 011 Pressure Geuge. ) 
Tranemieeion 011 Temp.Gauge )Electrical 
Low 011 Pressure Sigral Lamp) type. 

Telephone, Loud Speaker No. 2 Can. Tannoy 

011 Dilution (Manual-Visual Type). 

Redeeigned Clutch Ве1еағе Mechanism. 

Engine Accessory changes:- 
New Cerburetor including, 
Built-in Idle Fuel Cut-off, and 
Degasser. 
A.C. Fuel Pump. 

Batteries moved to left rear of vehicle. 

Auxiliary Generator - right reer. 

Towing Hook ané Brecket for Pritish or 
Standard U.S. type hook. 

Rear Mud Guarde. 

Water Cans 5 gallone - (rear stowage). 

Sten Machine ”artine Stowage Box moved 

to left front. 

Two Bren L.M.G. МҰ. II. 

Fand Tercttle. 

Two Methyl Bromide Fire Extinguishers 
revlaced 2 Fyrene, 

Srake Lock Mecherism (Replacing Trens- 
miceion Parking Brake). 

Double Anchor Brekee. 

One piece Final Drive Houeing 

Carrier, Cable Reel No. 5 and Mounting. 

Splesh Proof 011 Cooler Grill. 

Tachometer, new drive off Transmiselon. 

High Idling Mechanism. 

Booster Clutch Controle with Adjuster 
Cluteh Controls. 

Exhaust Deflector Aeceembly. 

W.D. 32 Compaes and Binnacle C Type P.B.,re- 
placing P-& Compace anc Binnacle. 

Ammeter Shunt. Ammeter to Shunt Leade chang- 
ed. 

U.E. M4 Type Head Lampe replace Automotive 
Type Head and Side Lampe. 

Engine  R975-CL replaces R975-C1. 

Airflow Vanes, (Engine Compartment). 
New Style Exhaust Pipes. 
New Stvle Air Intake Pipes. 

Splaeh Protection Gun Shield Revired, 

011 Preeeure Warning Lizrt, 3° lb. type. 

Box, Switch and Terminal. 

Battery Balancing Aesembdly. 

Provieion for 17-Pr. Towing Attachment re- 
placing U.S. type Hook and Bracket. 

Driver's Indirect Vision Device - New Type. 

New Clutch - (Borg and Beck). 

Accelerator Pedal Stop. 

New Purolator 011 Filter replaced old 
Cuno Filter. 



INSTRUMENT DRIVERS DRIVER'S DOOR SPARE CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 

PANEL FORESIGHT PROP $ CLAMP PROTECTOSC OPE FIRE EXTINGUISHE RS 

WIRELESS 
Dis TRIBUTION 
JUNCTION BOX 

PRIMING PUMP 
HANDLE 

eles 
GFAR SHIFT 

HEAD LIGHT 

LEVER 
THROTTLE SET SCEW 

SPEEDOMETFR 
ACCELFRATOR VEHICLE 

DRIVE CABLE $ ADAPTER 
PEDAL NAME PLATE 

TRANSMISSION CLUTCH STEERING BRAKF STFERING LEVER 

OIL FILLEK CAP PEDAL CONTROL LEVERS PARKING BRAKE PEDAL RINNACLE 

CONTROLS-DRIVER'S COMPARTMENT 
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LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH TRACK LOWER HULL GROUND 

OVERALL OVERALL OVERALL | CENTRES WIDTH CLEARANCE 

"Xr | oo | ee | ee | re | w 
ж В - WITH CANVAS TOP UP 9' 5" HEIGHT 

F — WITH ONE-PIECE FINAL DRIVE 18-5/16" 



INSTRUMENT DRIVERS DRIVERS DOOR SPARE CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 

PANEL FORESIGHT PROP $ CLAMP PROTECTOSCOPE FIRE EXTINGUISHE RS 

WIRELESS 
Dis TRIBUTION 
JUNCTION BOX 

PRIMING PUMP 
HANDLE 

- — m 

GFAR SHIFT 
Lt VER 

ACCELFRAT OR VEHICLE 
PEDAL NAME PLATE SPEEDOMETFR 

DRIVE CABLE $ ADAPTER 

TRANSMISSION CLUTCH STEERING RRAKF STFERING LEVER 

OIL FILLEK CAP PEDAL CONTROL LEVERS PARKING BRAKE PEDAL RINNACLE 



CONTROLS-DRIVER’S COMPARTMENT 
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THREE-QUARTER RIGHT REAR VIEW 
-Showing water carriers mounted at 

rear of battery and auxiliary generator 

compartments, Bren guns and 
ammunition stowed above engine 

compartment and cable reel for line 

communication. | 

RIGHT SIDE-VIEW-Showing Bren guns 
and ammunition stowed on rear deck 
and canvas hood for crew compart 

-ment installed. 

THREE-QUARTER LEFT FRONT VIEW 

-Action View. (Vehicle fitted with one- 

type headlamps and stowage мі tor 

spare track shoes.) 

THREE-QUARTER LEFT FRONT VIEW 

-Showing vehicle fitted with three 

piece transmission and final drive, 

early type headlamps with towing 
cable in stowed position. 
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PLAN VIEW-Showing interior of crew compartment also tarpaulin, 

camouflage net, cable reel, Bren guns and ammunition and ancillary 

equipment stowed on rear deck. (Vehicle fitted with battery and 

auxiliary generator.) 

THREE-QUARTER LEFT PLAN VIEW- 
Showing interior of crew compartment also 
rear deck stowage arrangement on vehicles 

not fitted with battery and auxiliary generatc 

REAR VIEW-(early type)}-Showing stowed 

ancilliary equipment, tool compartments at 

each rear corner, canvas hood in position 
and engine compartment doors open. 
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CLOSE UP OF LEFT REAR OF 25 Pr. GUN OPERATING MECHANISM-Showing 

dial sight, telescope, elevation quadrant and range scale cone, etc. also traversing 

mechanism control wheels in the foreground. 

INTERIOR RIGHT FRONT CLOSE UP-Showing driver's seat, operating controls, 

instrument panel, driver's visor (open) and intercommunication headphones. 

(Binnacle Type P.B. compass shown at right front.) 
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EXCERFT FROM D.D.E.M. LETTER AIRL 742 
22 NOVEMBER, 1947 - "A.F.V. TECHNICAL REPORT 
(Sur File 141-511 

"It appesre likely that the Sexton will 

prove a more satisfactory vehicle 

than the Priest, and 92 of the firet 

124 received in thie country for the 

C.A.0. are being turned over to ‘the 

British to meet their urrent require- 

mente." 

EXCERPT FROM A.F.V.(T) TECH. , ВЕРСЕТ КО, 14 

14 OCTOBER, 1944. (Cur File 101-56-09). 

“Both these repte. are fully satisfied 

with the immunity of Fam Sexton again- 
A tar bond а " reliabilit 

st H,E, shell and mortar bomb attack. ures have 

REFERENCES 

ғу ^^“ 
D.Å. 215. D.T.D. Specification No. 

25 Pr., 3.P., Tracked Sexton-Operator'e Man- 
ual, December 1943. 
Publication number SXN-LW1. 

25 Pr., S.P., Tracked Sexton-Suvplementary 

Publication number SXN-LW2, 

25 Pr., S.P., Tracked Bexton-Operetor's Yan- 

vel, December 1944. 
Publication numter SXN-LW3. 

25 Pr., S.P., Tracked Sexton - Illustrated 

Parte Lict, Decerter 1943. 

25 Pr., S.P. Tracked Sexton - Illustrated 
Parte List, December 1944, 

Data Book - Tank Type Vehicles of Canadian 

Menufecture, January 1944. 
Publication number M.&5.1877. 

Files Series 
D.M.S. - NES 2, 2” etc. 
D.N.D. = . «S. a . 

. ` E oR n A. D. 2622-2 File No. B-l}, 

D.T.D. Field Trial Reports: 

Report No, 1218 - Towing Trials on 17 Pr. 

Anti-Tank Gun towed by the 25 Fr., 

S.P., Tracked Sexton. 

Beport No. 1257 - Lifting Trials of 

ос Рг,, 8.Р., Tracked Sexton. 

Report No. 1376 - Canadian Dry Pin Track 
fitted to 25 Pr., S.P. Tracked 

Sexton. 

Report No. 1387 - Improvements to Driving 

Position on the 25 Рг., 8.Р., 

Tracked Sexton. 

Har?- Report No, 1473 - Pack Flat "esign 
Treck- ware for the 25 Pr., 8.Р., 

ed Sexton 

Report No. 1512 - Canadian Dry Pin Track 

fitted to 25 Pr., &.P., Tracked 

Sexton. 

Report No. 1518 - Front Hooks for the 

25 Pr., S.P., Tracked Sexton. 

Design Change Instructiore: 

Sexton D.C.I. No. 1 to D.C.I. 566 

Sexton D.C.I. No, 1000 to D.C.Í. 1056 
Sexton D.C.I. No. 2001 to D.C.I. 2038 

Design Deviation Permits: 
Sexton D.D.P. No. 1 to D.D.P. 19 

Sexton D.D.P. Nos. 1000 and 1001 

Design Change Requeste: 
Sexton D.C.R. No. 1 to D.“.R. 148 

Sexton D.C.R. Ко. 1771 to D.C.R. 1049 

A.E.D,B. Experimental Engineering Reports’ 

Е. 224 - Life Service Bogie Tires 

Е. 244 - Goodyear Synthetic Bogie Tires 

E. 253) E 222)- C.D.P. Track Peening 

E. 318 - 8975-С1 Cold Starting Terts 
with Winterized Kit. 

Overator'e Menual, November 1943, 

EXCERPT FROM AIRL. 1129 (D.D.E.M.) MAY 17,1944 
(Our File 141-50-1 ) — 

“The ueers are quite pleased with the 
Sexton and etete that, to date, very 
few field performance reports have 
been received in proportion to the 
vehiclee issued, 
for complaints being 

Thie ie the reason 
conepicuous by 

their absence, and which we believe 
you will be pleased to learn." 

EXCERPT FROM 21 ARMY GROUP A.F.V. TECHNICAL 
REPORT NO, 26 

Units are unanimous in praising the mechanical 
of these vehicles. 
en extremely few. 

Mechanical fail- 

A.E.D.B. Expverimenta). Enzireeritng Reporte: 

E. 

п г 

p; . 

t m m ti 

з 

mmm 

t= . 

mh mm mn 0 

ei 

3148 

225 

360 

368 

369 
388 

292 

393 

401 

408 

409 

418 

423 

44s 

451 

473 

4go 

4g2 

183 

593 

u96 
505 
511 

549 

596 
597 

617 

Firing Trial 

Proof Trial 
Proof Establishment, Final Report on Fir- 

ing: Trial 
(Sexton) 

Weather Firin 
Yount (Sexton 

(Cont'4.) 
Efficiency of Winterized Kit - 
Ҹ.К.5. 201. 

Method of Treck Tightening. 

Efficiency nf Anti-Splash Pro- 
tection plates. 

Efficiency of D.C.P. Track Opera- 
ting in Snow and on Ice. 

Track Adjustment, 

Hollebone Draw Bar. 

Pilot Models - Rear Smoke 
Emitters. 

Splash Protection Strips. 

Feeoil Interference, Invest- 
igation, 

Driver's Door Visors. 

Individual Bogie Wheel Loading. 

Battery Compartmer.t Tempera- 
tures. 

Gradability. 

Stowage, Welohte and Fhotorraphs. 

Gun Laying Segment. 

Heat Transfer from Engine to 
Battery Compartment. 

Pear Idler Besrinps. 

2.D.P. Track Pin and Shoe Wear 
when operating with Track Sag. 

Stowage Bin Door. 

Lubrication,Homelite Generator 

engines. 
Resistance to Skidding. 
Sand & Snow Packing on Idlers. 

Dominion C.S.D.-12 Synthetic 
Bogie Tires, 

Modified Grease Fittings on Re- 

coil Slides. 

Sprockete Teeth Extension. 

Ceuse for Extensive Wear of 
Sprockets. 

Performance, Characteristics, 

Reporta: 

No.V.411 - Valcartier Artillery 

Against 25 Pr., 3.P.“ount 
Welded Hull. October 1943. 

Proof Trial No.V.447 - Valcertier Artillery 
Proof Esstabliehnent, Report on Cold 

Trial Against a 25 Pr.,S.P., 
Welded Bull -February 1944, 

Proof Trial No. 526 - Valcartier Artillery 
Proof Establishment Report on Firing Trial 

Against a 25 Pr., S.P. Mount (Sexton) 
Welded Hull - October 1944, 
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TANK, A.A.,20 MM. QUAD. SKINK 



TANK, A.A. 20 
— арлар» 

Thie ie an anti-aircreft tank whoee 

primary role is to provide protection for 

armoured columne againet low flying enemy 

air-craft. In ite secondary role it is very 

effective againet eoft ground targete. 

The vehicle is 
armour protection 
mounts four 20 mm. 

eimilar in appearance and 
to a Grizzly Tank, but 
cannon operating in par- 

Guns have high elevation (-5 to 80°) 
and 360° traverse. Adequate power control 
permits ready aiming and facilitates concen- 
tration of guns on fast moving targetes, 
Sighting ie by a reflector sight, requiring 
the gunner's head to be exposed but observed 
tracer fire against ground targets can be 

carried out completely under cover, 

A crew of five ie carried;criver, co- 
driver, gunner, loader and commander. The 

latter three operate in the turret. 

Guns can be fired simultaneovsly,singly, 

ог іп benke of two. Ammunition is carried 

in thirty round magazines, replaceable in 

twenty eeconds, 

The 20 mm. cannon firing control 1e elec- 

tric-hydraulic operated through handle bar 

gripe. 

Chief coneiderations in the development 

were: (a) Grizzly (M4)lower hull and chaeete 
be used with a minimum nf modificetion;(b) a 

practical gang mounting of the four guns in 

a very limited space be arranged; (c) the 
turret crew be arranged to avoid undue re- 

etriction; (d) eufficient ammunition Le car 
ried and magazines easily and quickly change- 

able; (e) adequate acceleraticn and speed іг 
gun treverse and elevaticn be provided with 

fire control; and (f) the turret protection 
be similar to that on medium tanke. 

The final design includes a caet armour 

steel turret, mounting four individual gun 

cradles and mantlete all linked in parallel 

to a pair of hydraulic elevating rane. The 

gunner eits forward tetween the gune with the 

loader and commander at the rear. All are 

provided with hatches. Loaded magazines are 

carried in readily reached armoured bins in 

the ‘sponsons. 

MM. QUAD, SKINK 
a P 

Individual "Cil Gear" punps(with epeciel 
control came) driven from a common highduty 
electric motor provide hydraulic power for 
the turret traverse anû gun elevation. 

The handle bar control operates the 
pump came mechanically and includee electric 
palm and finger ewitchee for supplying cur- 
rent to the traveree motor and energizing 
the firing eolenolide, 

To provide eufficient turret accelera- 
tion, it was found necessary to modify the 
engine @riven generator, develcp a new high 
cutput auxiliary generator and derign а new 
electrical cystem with adequate ewitching, 
balancing and control unite. 

In the development of the turret,it was 
neceseary to pay verticular attention to: (a) 
deeign, counter-balancing and locating of 
hatches; (t) type, number and location of 
vision and sighting devices, and (c) 
ition and ancillary stowage, 

ammun- 

A change in the G.S. requirement from 
Ніврапо to Polsten Guns during the piloting 
invali?ated much previous design work. 

Constent veiuable advice on tactical re- 
quiremente from resident D.V.E£.À. officere 
muet be acknrowledcred. 

The major manufacturing difficulty en- 
countered in Canada wae the casting andmach- 
ining of the armoured eteel cast turret, 
particularly with reference to the fine 
¿imensiona] balance, and proof limits re- 
cuired. 

The reworking of the Grizzly Tank hull 
to accommndate the Skink electrical system 
and to conform to stowage requirement wes 
straiehtforwarä although considerable devel- 
opment werk wag necessary. 

Although the vericle was highly commend- 
ed by most certior Wer Office officials,com- 
nlete allied air supremacy in North Weet 
Eurcpe after D-Day eliminated the tactical 
demand for Anti-Aircraft Tanke, and produc- 
tion ceased efter three vehicles and eight 
conversion kite had been completed in 1944. 



PRODUCED EY - 

PRODUCTION 
Tommenced 
Finisneä - 

VEHICLES - 
“PRODUCED 

SERIES - 

TYPE š 

BRIDGE 

“CLASSIFICATION - 

CREW - 

ARMOUR - 
——— 

TURRET - 

TRAVERSE - 

POWER/WEIGHT - 

GROUND PRESSURE - 

TANK, A.A. 20 MM., QUAD, , SKINK 
A US UU — — — 

Tactical Data 
— — — — 

Montreal Locomotive Works, 

Tenk Areenal, Montreal, 
anc 

Waterloo Manufacturing Co. 

- January 1944, 
Production eueperded, 

3 Complete Vehicles 
. 8 Turret Kite complete 

for agsemt.ing on 
Grizzly Chassis. 

Tank &.A.,20 MM.Quad,Skink, 

Anti-aircraft tank (F/V to 
protect armoured unite and 

assault trope spainet low 

flying aircreft). 

30 

5, Driver, Co-årtver, Gunner, 
Loader, Commander. 

Turret, Front 24" - 2" 
Pear 144 - 1" 
езде 24 - 1" 
Тор 144 - 19 

Hull, Front 2" 
Fear 14" - 
side 2f - 1 
Top 2" - 1 
Bottom 1" 

GUN MOUNTS - 

ARMAMENT Š 

CONTRCLS - 

SIGHTING 5 

PROTECTED å 
"VISION | 

Cre-piece ermour steel casting 

69" Sing. 
Ketch for each member of 

turret crew. 

Hatches can be cloeed dewn for 

ground targets. For obser 

vetinn end sighting, natches 

open in А.А. role. 
COMMUNICATION - 

360° Yard or power (Oilgear). 

Continuous travereing in 

either direction ottainable 

at variable epeede up te 

EO? per eecond. 

COMFASS - 

LIGHTING - 

Electric Cileear Hydraulic type. 

Electric drive from engine 

driven (Autolite) generatcr, 

or auxiliary (Homelite) gererat- 

ing unit. 
Cortrol by hand erips on 

gunner'e control column, ESCAPE HATCH - 

TERFCRMANCE DATA 

Net power to gross weight ratio SPEED, MAXIMUM 

13,0 B.H.P. per short ton. 

12.7 2.8.2 
(13.6 p.e.1. with C.D.P.track). 

GROUND CLEARANCE - 17". 

GRADABILITY 
\ 

MINIMUM TURNING 

— — 

- Theoretical in let. peer ~ 

30° Aecending. 
30° Descending. 

 م

TRENCH CRCSEING 

FORDING DEPTH 

CRUISING RANGE 

Main - Four interior mentlets 

in parellel, each cerry & 
cradle mounting a gun. 
Elevation (guns) Hand 
or Power (Hydraulic reme). 
£0" to -5? obtainable at 
epeede up to 45° per second. 

Bow (right) Ball & Socket Mount. 

Poleten 20 mm. Mk.I & AN-M2 M.G。 
2 banke of 2 guns each mount- 

ed in front of turret 

(1920 rde., in 64, 30 rd. 
magazines). 

Prowning cal. .29 M.G.M1919A4, 

1 (flexible type) mounted in 
right bow -Pell&Socket Mount. 

(225° rds. in 9,250 rd. boxes) 
Thompecn cal. .4E S.V.G, 

(UNO .rde. ) 
2 carried, not mounted. 

Stønal Fistol, 1"(20 cartridøes) 
12 Hand Grenades 

Traverse, elevation anå firing 

all by handle bar. 

Sight Illuminated, МК.ЇХ 
(U.S.Navy ) 

Model "0", 24-volt, carried 
or. mounting and moves with 

the gune, 

Periscopee 
4-U.S.0.M6 (2 for driver,2 for 

co-driver) 
2-Vickere type, armour ehield, 

160? rotation, rear vision 
аеуісе(1 for commander and 
1 for loader) 

1-Уіскеге type, no shield, no 
rotation, no rear vision. 

(for gunner) 

No. 19 Wirelees, Mk.II ог Мк.ПІ 

Internal, 1 C. Amplifier 
E Crew Stetions 

Fioneer Type No. 1829. 

Interior - 3 Done 11ohts(hul1) 
3 Done lights (turret) 

Individuel ewitches 
1 Lieht for illumin- 

ated sight 
1 Inspection lamp 

w w/cor3 
Exterior - 4 Tail Jamps(1-32 CP) 

2 Head lamps 
Ir hull floor. 

= et т.р.б. 

ABILITY - €' 2". 

VERTICAL CPSTACLE CLIMBING - 24". 

- At glow speed - 36". 

- Highway - 125 to 145 miles. 

FUEL CCNSUMPTION - .90 m.p.B. 

CIL CONSUMPTION - 2 а.р.һ. 



COCLINO SYSTEM - 

MECHANICAL 

LADEN WEIGHT - 63,100 1be。 

OVERALL 
“DIMENSIONS 
Length - 20! 4* (without eand 

ehielde 19' 1"), 
width - Є! бе" 
Height - 9! hw (with guns fully 

eleveted 11' 11"). 

CENTRE OF 
“GRAVITY - 

ENGINE 
ocetion - At rear, 

Make - Continental Motore Corp. 
Model - F97S-C1. 
Type - Static Radial air-cooled 

U-cycle petrol, 9-cyl. 
Displacement - 912 cu. ins. 
Peak Gross 3.H.P,- бесі г.р.в. 
Torque (Max.) - 965 1%/10е.@ 2100 г.р, т. 
Lubrication - Engine oil tank capecity- 

30 qts. 011 drawn from oil tank by peer type 

pressure pump divided into two sections: & 

separate pressure pump delivering oil to 

811 bearings and parte; а scavenge preseure 

pump returning the oil from the sump through 

011 filter to oil cooler and oil tank, The 

011 pump incorporetec e preeeure relief 

valve. 
Ignition - Two magnetos, 

(Scint1l1a-Pendix or Bosch) 

Priming Pump - To facilitete starting en- 

pine. 

Air Cleanere - Type - 011 bath, 
Number-Tvo, åt rear 27 
erpine compartment. 

Modificatione in R975-C engine: 

Comoreseton ratio changed from 6,311 to 8.751 

to pernit the ure of 8^ octane motor fuel, 

The 21 engine also includes new design car- 

buretor, incorporating an electric idle fuel 

cut-off, a built-in derasser, a dia-hregn 

суре (А.2.) fuel pump, which obviates need of 
a fuel relief valve, 
À manual visual type of оїї diluticn syetet, 

independently operated booster coil and 

etarter ewitches, engine 011 preseure gauge 

with low 211 preecure signa’ lamp. A new 

type Cuno oil filter, automatic or hand- 

cleaning; ard nigh id’ irg mechar.iem lirkirg 

accelerator pedal with throttle controle to 

facilitate gear ehiftine. 

Type - Air-cooled, Air- 
ducte formed on erzine by baffler rolted 
ground and betweer. each cylin“er end cy) in- 

der head. A ehroud forme & further duct for 
the inlet of eir through tre prill, 

Method - Fen mounted on engine fly-wreel rotates 

in the shroud, drawing eir through e grill ir 
top upper hull end forcing it between end 
aroun? the firreA eylirdere of the engine. 
The waerm sir perees throupr taffles and dic- 
chergee above engine door et rear of vehiclee, 

FUEL SYSTEM 
уре - Petrol. "Motor fuel #2 octene reting 

or better. 
Tank Capacity - T-tal - 14€ gallons. 
Four fuel t&nks, each havine rererate shut- 

nf? velve, 
Location - Two V-tarke front cornere engine 

compartment, Two H-tanks nn eech eponson 

ir engine compartrert, 
Feed - Fue’? flare fram the tanke to 

central header, 4rewn through strainer by 

fuel preseure pump to cerburetor, A eep- 
arate three and one-half galicn fuel tark 

for auxiliary generator ie attached to the 

eponson ceiling. 
Fuel Cut-^ff - Fuel cen be cut off elec- 

trically at the carburetor by meane of a 

toggle type ewitch on inetrument penel. 
A uno type fuel filter is supplied. 

CLUTCH 
“Make - Lipe. 

Type - Dry disc, built into engine fly- 

wheel. 
2 discs, 1 drive plate 167 open 
type pressure springs. 

Method - Depreseing clutch pedal comprees- 

es springs and freee engine 

power from propeller ehaft. Re- 

leasing clutch pedal tranemits 

power through propeller ehaft to 

input shaft of rear box, 

DATA 

GEAR BOX 
yre ~ Synchromesh. 

Ratio - Firet Gear- - 7.56: 1 
Second Gesr - 3.44 3 1 
Third Gear - 1.19 % Å 
Fourth Gear - 3.3. * å 
Fifth Geer - «В FE 
Веуегғе Gear - 6.55 : 1 

Lubrication - 011 circulated by erall pump 
built into the traenemiesion case.011 drawn 
from trersmieeion and differential eunps 
paesing to oil cooler at rear of fighting 
conmpertment, returning to tranemiscion and 
differertial cases to “ubricate the fears 
and bearings, 

STEENING AND FINAL DRIVE - 
ype - Controlle ifferential. 

Ratio Bevel Gear - - Ут " 
At eprocket - 9,88 : 1 

STEERING CLUTCHES - 
“Location = Сп eech side of bevel drive. 
Type - Controlled Differential, 
Incorporated ir tre controlled differential, 

on either eide, ie the eteerire device, 

each of which сопеївсв of a brake crum and 

brake ehoe, actuated by a lever. When the 

epeed of one brake drum ie reduced by ргеве- 

ure of shoes, the epeed of the other is in- 

creased, 
Driver'e ceat on left of trancriseion. 

STEERING PFAKES 
— type cortrolled by eteering levere. 
Perking brake - Steering lever tyre con- 

trolled by foot pedal operating ratchet 
cuacrente. 
l-piece final drive equipped vith ¿double 

archer type control brakes. 
t-piece final drive equipped with single 

anchor tyre control trakee, 

SFRCCKETS - 
Lacetion - At front 
Number - Two twin driving srrockete 

(interchangeable ) 
The twir driving srrockete ere bolted on 

each end of the detachetle hub ne serblier 

ef the final drive shafts, 
Standard C.D.F 

Diareter У 
Number cf teeth 13 17 

(Teeth engage end (Teeth mesh 
connec “ors of on outtoard 
treck shoee) lugs of track) 

Fitch 6" 4.6" 

TRACKS Ж 

Type (Тг%Е1,749, А.8.Ғ.) (C.D.P,) 
No. shoes per etrsrd 79 103 

Tread(centre to centre) e 43" 
Width of treck 163" 153" 
Length of track(ørcunå) 147 147 

SUSPENSION = 

ype - Vertical volute springe. Suspenelon 

trackete bolted to lower hull bottom enå 

ride plates provide upper seate fer tne 
volute erringe to react on the bogie wheel 
lever arme ané rubber-tired bogie wheels 
which run on the treck. 

Number - 3 bogie or euspernsion aseemtlies on 

each side of vehicle, 2 volute epringe in 

each assembly. 
Diameter of bogie wheele - 16" 
Improved euspension units with etronger 
volute springe and offcet top rollers. 

TOF ROLLERS e 
One on each bogie eseenbly to support track. 
Roller bracket eesembly ie bolted to rear 

side of each bogie Ггате, the brecket having 
a spacer for the roller bearings. A track 
ekið is bolted on top of the bogie frame. 

TRACK ADJUSTING IDLER - 
уре - Steel iéler wnecis, 22" diameter 
eccentrically mounted on eack side of 
vehicle, at the rear. 

Adjustment - Py turning hexagon end of 

epindle shaft, after spreading eclit 

houeing and driving coller off serra- 

tione of epinäle, 

SKINK, PAGE 3 



MECHANICAL DATA 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
о ystem 

Battery - Two 12-volt 168 ampere hour 
storage batteries(Weight-175 lbe, each) 

Battery Balancing Switch for transfer 
of radio load, 

Generator.- Main -(Autolite) driven from 
mein engine. 2000 Y, Belt-driven from 
pulleys attached to front propeller 
ehaft univereal joint flange. 
Circuit breaker ard filter box. 

Auxiltery (Homelite 7D28-14) 
generating unit, 2000 W., with control 
box containing load limit reeietor, 
automatic reeet overload circuit break- 
ere and filter. 

Roth generators controlled by carbon pile 
voltage regulatore (Eclipse) with in- 
terlocked circuits capable nf parallel 
operation. 

(cont'd.) 

Kote: The lerger capacity of electric 
power provídec for the high epeede and 
retio of acceleration required both for 
traveree and elevation, 

Starter - Direct electric starter, Eclipse type 
817-1А, with hand starting attachment. 

Starter eolennid switch, Eclipee type 518-214 
Fuel cut-off eolenoid, Eclipee type 500-15-4, 

operated by toggle switch on the in- 
etrument panel. 

Traversing Motor - Emerson Electric 3 H.P. 
3800 r.p.m. Type D-50-EY-217-E430. 

Thermal Type Circuit Breakere. 
Generator Control Panel, 

MODIFICATIONS FROM TANK, CRUISER, GRIZZLY 
AND MAJOR PRODUCTION CHANGES 

Fluid power eupplied by 2 two-way variable 
displacement hydraulic pumps driven by в 
single electric motor. 

Changeover from 20 mm. Hispano to 20 пт. 
Poleten guns. 

Amendment to Mantlet, Lower Cradle. 

New Design Slip-Ping. 

New Deeign Sight Bracket. 

Increase Stroke Ham Elevating Gun Assembly. 

New Design Lock, Turret, Assembly. 

Mechanism Cocking. 

Кем рев! оп Hatch, Gunner's Aesemb!y. 

Addition of å Pattery Relance Switch. 

New Design Lever for Co-driver's Hatch. 

Improved arrargemente of etowage. 

Realignment of Dome lights. 

To provide gas and water tight seal einilar 
to that recently e3ded to Мі Тепке. 

Change Ammunition Stowerze. 

Relocation of Bow Machine Gun travelling lock 
bracket on right eide plate. 

Clutch Booster Assembly and High Idle Mechan1 gm , 
to improve ease of clutch operation and Con- 
trol Adjustment. 

Clutch Duet Cowl 

Auxiliary Generator. Model 7D2£-1%4. 

Towing luge for quick release towing. 

Periscope Support, Driver'e and Co-driver'e 
Hatch Assembly. 

Armoured Stoweve for Foleten 22 mm, Vacrezires, 

Unarmcure9 Pine Stoware, for ,30 cal, Ármunition 
and Poleten CO mm。 Mapaz1nee。 

Bendix-Stromterg N.A.R. 9G Carturetors, to im- 
prove engine performance. 

New Inetallation of Bow Mechine Gun. 

Improved Pad, Ground Strap, Auxiliary Generator 
added. 
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DIMENSIONS 

es |a | с | b | Е | F | 
LENGTH | HEIGHT WIDTH TRACK [LOWER HULL GROUND 
VERALL | OVERALL | OVERALL | CENTRES WIDTH CLEARANCE 

ae SERT ENN EE LA З 
* LENGTH OVERALL WITHOUT SAND SHIELDS 19’ 1” 

**k HEIGHT OVERALL WITH GUNS FULLY ELEVATED 11” 
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DIMENSIONS 

ЖА |w | C | D | É _ 
LENGTH | HEIGHT WIDTH TRACK |LOWER HULL иш лиш 
— Fe M —— — CLEARANCE 

E | 

ж ERR ل WITHOUT SAND — з I9" |" 

**HEIGHT OVERALL WITH GUNS FULLY ELEVATED 11' 11” 



FRONT SILHOUETTE-Showing turret, gunner’s hatch (closed) Polsten machine guns, 
bow gun, siren at left, M4Al blackout and driving lights with weather seal 
plug housing shown on light guards (Plug to be used when lights are removed) 

LEFT SIDE VIEW-Showing spare track shoes on side of cast armour turret and Polsten 
guns elevated. Ancillary equipment and towing cable in stowed position. 

THREE-QUARTER LEFT REAR VIEW-Showing Base Aerials at rear of turret, water 

containers on rear of upper hull and air cleaners at rear of engine compartment. 









TURRET 

Showing Hatches Open and Closed 

TURRET CONTROLS AND MECHANISM 



COMMANDER'S PERISCOPE 

CATCH FOR GUNNENS MATCH cover / 



TURRET 

Showing Hatches Open and Closed 



TURRET CONTROLS AND MECHANISM 



USER COMMENTS 

REPORT ON FIRING TRIALS(FRCJECT NO, 22] o^) 
EXPERIMENTAL WING AFVG SCHOCL, LULWOR 

7_ JANUARY 19465 = 

This report commente favorably on many features 
of the vehicle euch ae:- 

Layout of the Turret 
Layout of the Guns. 
Layout of Ammunition Stowage 

Ability to engage a target without the 
uee of the main engine, etc. 

The report criticizes certein features which 
should be improved such as!- 

General 
General 
General 

Limitation of 150 m.p.h. Sight 
Short duration of fire. 
High creep speeds in the controls 
Lag in response of the controls, 

COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE CF SKINK AA TANK IN 
OPERATICNAL TRIALS AND DEMONSTRATICNS CARRIED 
CUT IN NORTH WEST EUPCPE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 19h 
WITH ARMOURED REGIMENTS OF 1ST CANADIAN ARMY 

The Skink was coneidered by all urite to 
be a vast improvement over the Crusader 
A.A. Tanke. 

The vehicle has proven mechanically re- 
liable, 

In a ground role, the vehicle waes used ae 
an infantry mopping up weapon and eóvanced 
with the second wave cf armour to. clean 
out infantry poeitiore by-passed by the 
firet wave, 

etc, 

The Skink using HEIT armunition proved most 
valuable in setting fire to the buildings 
and thue forcing the enemy out irto the 
open, 
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September 1944, 
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731A, dtum Tanke MY} anQ MLA1 - 
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D.N. D. H.Q.S 3352-31-1 
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Design Change Instructions. 
Skink D.C.1.Wo. 1 to D.©.I. No. 390 
Skink D.C.I.No. 1901 to D.C.I. No.1087 

DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, OTTAWA, 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1944, - 
FILE HQS 3352-31-2 FD 1 
_"R.P. Brown" FOR DEPUTY MINISTER, (ARMY) 

A.A. Tank "Skink" 

"You will no doubt be interested 
to know that we have received 
from tre War Office e letter 
congratulating use on the margin- 
ally noted development," 

"I am quoting relative extracts 
from the letter" 

“The rocket firing aircraft must 
be coneidered to be one of the 
moet effective anti-tank weapons 
yet produced, and clearly shows 
that ermoured vehicles will be 
subject to concentrated air 
attack. 

I wish, therefore, to exprees on 
behalf cf the War 2ffice, cur 
appreciation of the speed and 
efficiency with which the Skink 
turret wae produced to meet what 
was, at that time, an important 
requirement, 8 

жазар Deviation Permite. 
kink D.D.P. No. 1 to D.P.F.No.191 

Skink D.D.P. No. 1001 to 
D.D.P. No. 1005, 

A.E.D.E. Experimental Engineering Reporte: 

E. 490 - Table of Welfhte and Photographe 
of Stoware, 

Firing Trial Reporte: 

Skink, A.A. 20 mm., Quad. Firing Trial 
Feoort Against Cast Turret held 
et Valcartier Proof & o 
Establishment, February 194 

Sxink, A.A., 20 mm., Quad, Firing Trial 
Report by the Directorate of De- 
velopment of 'A' ané 'B' vehicles 
and Small Arms at the Hamilton 
Artillery Proof, May 1944, 

A.A.,20 mm., Quad, - Report on 
Splash Trials Against Turret held 
at Valcartier Proof & Tope 
Eetabliíshment, October 19l4 

D.V.À. Report - 
Project D.V.A. 6 - 363 

Skink, 

Production Orders: 
C.D. - L.V. 3565 - 3 Tanks (complete) 

- £ Turreta(for kits). 
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